Welcome To Nature!
Through rushing gorges into
wild nature. Explore the Caribbean’s
longest hiking trail: Wai’tukubuli.

Deep Adventures
Volcanic fumaroles, marine mammals
and plunging depths – here, the sea
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Encounter greatness in one of the
Caribbean’s top Scuba Diving and
Whale Watching destinations.

HOLISTIC
GETAWAYS!
Embody the true essence
of Health & Wellness

Dominica is a keeper of secrets
– rich soil, volcanic rock, winding
streams and vitalising air weave
this undulating living Spa.
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Dominica, reconnect with yourself.
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Welcome Letter from the Minister of Tourism and Legal Affairs
I wish to congratulate the
Dominica Hotel and Tourism
Organisation
(DHTA)
for
producing this useful magazine
and for providing me the
opportunity
to
welcome
one and all to experience
Dominica. I invite the world
to come to Dominica – this
‘undiscovered gem’ of the
Caribbean and experience
wonderful breathtaking natural
attractions and picturesque
landscapes
–
visit
our
Botanical Gardens and our
Kalinago Barana Aute; hike through the Waitukubuli
National Trail and experience exclusivity and
intimacy; discover the world renowned Boiling Lake
and the Morne Trois Piton World Heritage Site; be
comforted by the soothing waters from one of our
365 rivers, hot sulphur springs and waterfalls; enjoy
some of the best whale watching and snorkeling on
earth.
You are invited to come and be thrilled by the
distinctive culture and heritage in our dance and
music, our folklore and lively theatre; the dynamism
and vividness of the visual and craft arts. I encourage
you to come and revel in our pre-Lenten Carnival and
enjoy its originality and spontaneity; be elated by the
music and sounds of Cadence-lypso, Bouyon and
Calypso; be thoroughly entertained at our annual
world-class World Creole Music Festival in October.
Come and get married or honeymoon in the most
natural and private hideaway or exotic environment;
get enchanted by the mystery and charm of Fort
Shirley at the Cabrits or the peculiarity and special
appeal of our northern town at Portsmouth or the old
attraction of our capital city. This is our Dominica, the
land that we give to you, with its warm, welcoming
and friendly people, the place for an adventure of
your wildest dream.
I invite you to experience the peace and tranquility
of the Nature Isles from the pages of this magazine,
but more so I look forward to welcoming you to our
unspoilt wilderness – Dominica.

Je désire féliciter le DHTA (Dominica Hotel and
Tourism Association) pour la réalisation de ce
magazine, et le remercier de me donner l’opportunité
de souhaiter la bienvenue à tous ceux qui viennent
à la Dominique.
Je désire inviter tout un chacun à venir dans
notre pays, ce joyau caché des Caraïbes, et à y
découvrir ses sites naturels à couper le souffle
et ses panoramas fantastiques. Visitez le Jardin
Botanique et le Kalinago Barana Auté ; randonnez
sur les sentiers uniques et préservés du Waitukubuli
National Trail ; explorez le Boiling Lake et le MorneTrois
Piton World Heritage Site ; savourez la baignade
dans quelques unes de nos trois cent soixante cinq
rivières, chutes d’eaux ou bains chauds ; découvrez
l’un des meilleurs endroits au monde pour admirer
les baleines et faire de la plongée sous marine.
Vous êtes invités à vous ouvrir à ce qui est distinctif
dans notre culture de danse et de musique, notre
folklore et théâtre vivant, au dynamisme vivifiant de
nos arts plastiques et visuels.
Je vous encourage à partager les réjouissances
du carnaval « pre-lenten » pour son originalité et
sa spontanéité, à jubiler aux sons de la musique
Cadence-lypso, Bouyon et Calypso ; à vous divertir
pleinement lors de notre célèbre World Creole Music
Festival au mois d’octobre.
Vous pouvez aussi venir ici pour vous marier
ou profiter de votre lune de miel dans un cadre
intime et exotique, pour découvrir le charme
mystérieux du Fort Shirley à la Pointe Cabrits ou la
ville de Portsmouth et son attrait particulier, aussi,
parcourir les rues anciennes et attachantes de la
Capitale, Roseau.
Tout ceci est notre Dominique, le pays que vous
offre une population sympathique, chaleureuse
et accueillante, la destination pour votre rêve de
contrées sauvages.
Je vous invite à apprécier la paix et la tranquillité de
notre Ile Nature depuis les pages de ce magazine,
et serais ravi de vous accueillir ici, dans cet univers
intact, la Dominique.

The Hon. Ian Douglas
Minister of Tourism & Legal Affairs

EXCELLENCE : YOU DEMAND IT, WE DELIVER
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Welcome Letter from the Dominica Hotel & Tourism Association
Mabrika!
Welcome, in the words of
our indigenous Kalinago
People. Dominica is truly
an island paradise blessed
with natural beauty and
resources. A perfect haven
to slow down your pace
and experience the simple
natural pleasures of life.
Whether you are staying
with family or luxuriating in
a rustic eco-lodge, boutique hotel, or chic space,
waking up on vacation in Dominica is asking yourself:
Do I want to: Hike through pristine rainforests
marveling at the dizzying heights and magnificent
views before bathing in crystal clear pools of a waterfall
or relaxing in a hot sulphur spring after a massage
with healing oils? Enjoy an organic experience by
walking through gardens of medicinal plants, picking
fresh fruit and tasting culinary delights? Learn about
the history, cultural heritage and local craft, dancing
traditional dances with the indigenous people? Go
whale & turtle watching, snorkeling or scuba diving
through untouched reefs? Take a scenic drive
along the rugged coastlines, passing through quaint
villages before exploring the vibrant nightlife or just
watch the sunset, listening to the night come alive
under the stars?
If your answer is yes – Come visit us to ignite your
senses.

Renee Whitchurch-Aird - President (Ag.)
Dominica Hotel & Tourism Association

Mabrika!
Bienvenue, dans le langage de notre people indigène,
les Kalinagos. La Dominique est réellement une
merveilleuse île, bénie de paysages et ressources
naturelles. Un paradis où ralentir votre rythme et vivre
les plaisirs simples et naturels de la vie. Que vous
séjourniez auprès de membres de votre famille, ou
que vous vous immergiez au sein de la nature dans
un eco-lodge rustique, dans un hôtel de charme, ou
un espace chic, vous réveiller en Dominique c’est
vous demander :
Est ce que je souhaite :
Marcher au travers de forêts primaires et tomber
sous le charme de ces à pics, ces sommets couverts
de brume, ces points de vue merveilleux, avant de
me baigner dans les eaux cristallines des piscines
naturelles de chûtes d’eau, me relaxer dans des
bains d’eau chaude sulfureuse après un massage
aux huiles essentielles ?
Apprécier une expérience bio ou organique en
me promenant au travers de jardins de plantes
médicinales, cueillant des fruits frais et goûtant aux
délicieuses spécialités culinaires ?
Apprendre l’histoire locale, son héritage culturel et
découvrir son artisanat, échanger quelques pas de
danses traditionnelles avec la population locale ?
Aller voir les baleines ou la ponte des tortues
marines, plonger au travers de récifs vierges ?
Profiter du paysage en conduisant sur les routes
côtières sauvages et escarpées et traversant des
villages attirants ?
Avant de découvrir la vie nocturne bouillonnante
ou simplement regarder le soleil se coucher sur
l’horizon en écoutant les bruits de la nuit qui arrive
en regardant les étoiles ?
La Dominique offre de nombreuses possibilités
d’éveiller vos sens.

TOURISM. OUR WAY OF LIFE.

Morne Trois Pitons
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Dominica

MAP KEY
Roads
Main rivers

Carib Point
Capucin or Cape Melville
Point Jaco
Connor Bay
Anse Bell Capucin
Pennville
Hermitage Bay Clifton
Vielle Case
Cottage
Toucari Bay
Chuval Blanc Point
SAVANE Morne aux
Porte-La-Fin
Douglas (Malalia) Bay PAILLE Diables
Dubuc Point
Thibaud
2826ft
Woodford Hill Bay
Hampstead
Turtle Point
Paix Bouche
CABRITS
Calibishie
Point La Soie
Bense
NATIONAL PARK
Crompton Point
Bluff Point
Dos D’Ane
Fort Shirley
Woodford Hill
Rough Bay
Indian River
PORTSMOUTH
Chaudiere Pool
Wesley
Prince Rupert Bay
Glanvillia
Melville Hall
Brandy Falls
Airport
Picard
Point Augustine
Point Ronde or Rollo Head

Anse Mulatre
Anse Coubari
Anse A Liane

Syndicate
Parrot Reserve

Morne Diablotin
4747ft

NORTHERN FOREST
RESERVE

Colihaut

Anse Gabriel
Anse Bouleau

Castaway Beach

Points of interest
Beaches
Dive areas

Sineku

CENTRAL FOREST
RESERVE

Coulibistrie

Batalie Beach
GRANDE
SAVANE

Hills/Mountains

Pagua Bay
Point Gombo
Pagua or Baraisiri Point
ATKINSON
Concorde
Bataka Point Du Fort
Salybia
Kasayu Point or Point Sipiyo
KALINAGO
(CARIB)
Point Mahaut
TERRITORY Point Gros Rochers or Kusarawa

MORNE DIABLOTIN
NATIONAL PARK

Bioche

Waterfalls

MARIGOT

Syndicate Falls
Dublanc

National Parks

Layou River Gorge
SALISBURY

Anse Quanery or St. David Bay

Spanny Falls

Point Zicac

Belles

Mero

Emerald Pool

ST. JOSEPH

Warner

Tarou Point or
Rodney’s Rock

Pont Cassé
Mahaut Middleham Falls

Massacre

NORTHEAST
& EAST

Pringles Bay

Good Hope Point Georgie

Point St. Claire
Saint Sauveur
Point a Peine
Petite Soufriere

Layou River
Layou
Tarou

Wakaman Point

CASTLE BRUCE

Jacko Steps

L’Escalier Tete-Chien

Jenny Point

Rosalie Point

Rosalie

Grand Fond
Riviere Ciriques
Morne Jaune
Boeri Lake
Morne Macaque (Micotrin) 4006ft Boli Falls

Morne Trois Pitons
4672ft

Canefield
Airport Cochrane

Laudat

Trafalgar Falls
Morne Daniel

Freshwater Lake
Sari-Sari Falls
Titou Gorge

Trafalgar MORNE TROIS PITONS La Plaine
NATIONAL PARK
Wotten Waven
Boetica
Boiling
Lake
Morne Prosper

Point Giraud

Sulphur Springs

Woodbridge Bay Fond Colet
Goodwill
Pottersville

ROSEAU
INTERIOR

Morne Watt
4016ft

Giraudel
Newtown

Hot Water
Springs

Morne Anglais
3683ft

Wall House
Bellevue Chopin

PORTSMOUTH
& THE WEST

Victoria Falls
Delices

Glasse Point
Point Daniel

Point Mulatre Bay

Dubuc Falls
POINTE MICHEL Pichelin
Petite Savane
Geneva
Champagne Beach
Geneva Fond St. Jean Petite Savane Bay
Anse Bateaux
SOUFRIERE
Soufrière Bay

ROSEAU &
ROSEAU
VALLEY

Cachacrou

BEREKUA

Soufrière
Sulphur Springs
Scotts Head

Grand Bay
Point Tanama

Point Des Fous

SOUTHEAST &
SOUTHWEST
Map not to scale
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Discover Luxury, Discover Dominica
Fort Young Hotel, Bayfront, Roseau, Dominica
(767) 440-3319 jewellers@archip.com

Calendar of Events 2015
JANUARY
1
New Year’s Day
21
DHTA Issues Forum
Calypso Tents
Pre-Carnival Shows
FEBRUARY
13
Carnival Queen Show
14
Calypso Monarch
16-17 Carnival Street Jump-up
26
DHTA ACT Talks
Carnival Competitions
MARCH
24
DHTA ACT Talks
APRIL
3
Good Friday
6
Easter Monday
16
DHTA ACT Talks
MAY
2
4
9
16
23
24
25
30

Tourism Awareness Month
DHTA National Tourism
Tradeshow & Cocktail
Labour Day
DHTA Hike Fest
DHTA Hike Fest
DHTA Hike Fest
Jazz & Creole
Whit Monday
DHTA Hike Fest

JUNE
17
DHTA Issues Forum

Carnival
Photo: Courtesy Discover Dominica Authority
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JULY
1
DHTA Annual General Meeting
Dive Fest
AUGUST
3
Emancipation Celebrations
6-9
Nature Island Literary Festival & Book Fair
11
DHTA ACT Talks
Shop Dominica
Rabbit Fest
SEPTEMBER
9
DHTA General Meeting
Titiwi Festival
OCTOBER
9
DHTA Experience Dominica Launch
26-29 Creole in the Park
30
Creole Day
30-1 World Creole Music Festival
NOVEMBER
3
Independence Day
4
Community Day of Service
19
DHTA ACT Talks
DECEMBER
8
DHTA ACT Talks
25
Christmas Day
26
Boxing Day
For further information, visit our websites at
www.discoverdominica.com
www.dhta.org

Machel Montano
World Creole Music Festival
Photo: Courtesy Discover Dominica Authority
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Simple Facts that are useful when visiting Dominica
Traditional Fishing Boats
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

CAPITAL
Roseau
POPULATION
73,449
LOCATION AND SIZE
Dominica is located between
Guadeloupe to the North and
Martinique to the South. 15º 26’N
latitude and 61º 21’W longitude.
The island is 751 sq. km in area.
TIME ZONE
Atlantic Standard Time (GMT -4)

FOREIGN CONSULATES,
EMBASSIES AND
GOVERNMENT
REPRESENTATIVES
Belgian Embassy
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 3012
dupigny@cwdom.dm
Brazilian Embassy
Tel: (767) 440 8007
brasemb.roseau@itamaraty.gov.br
Chinese Embassy
Tel: (767) 449 0088/0080
chinaemb_dm@fa.gov.cn

CLIMATE
Visitors to Dominica should
expect plenty of sunshine interspersed with intermittent rainfall.
The island’s annual temperature
averages 27°C or 80.6°F. Frequent
rainfall cools the tropical heat,
nourishes the island’s extensive
rainforest, and feeds its rivers,
lakes, and waterfalls. On the
coast, the average annual rainfall
registers 1800mm (70.9 in), but in
the interior that figure is tripled.
Dry season is January to
April and rainy season is July to
October.

Cuban Embassy
Tel: (767) 449 0727/0450
cubanembassy@cwdom.dm

LANGUAGE
English is the official language of
Dominica, however a large portion
of the population speaks Kwéyòl,
which is a mix of French, Kalinago
and West African indigenous
languages. A few northern villages
use a distinctive English dialect
called Kokoy.

Embassy of Venezuela
Tel: (767) 448 3348
embven@cwdom.dm

CURRENCY
The local currency is the Eastern
Caribbean dollar (EC$), which
trades at EC$2.67 to US$1.00.
Hotels generally accept United
States dollars and Euros.
12

National Bank of Dominica
64 Hillsborough St.
Tel: (767) 255 2300 Private &
Corporate Banking Centre
Tel: (767) 255 2615
www.nbdominica.dm
Royal Bank of Canada
Tel: (767) 448 2771
rbc@cwdom.dm
Scotiabank
Tel: (767) 448 5800
bns.dominica@scotiabank.com
www.dominica.scotiabank.com
MONEY TRANSFERS
Agencies are open from 8.30am
– 4.00pm Monday to Friday and
from 8.30am-1.00pm on Saturday.

Honorary Consul of France
Tel: (767) 612 1234/448 4508
frenchconsulateindominica@
gmail.com

Money Gram
Tel: (767) 440 0879
Toll Free: 1 800 767 26

Consulate of Netherlands
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 3221
astaphans@cwdom.dm

TI Cadeau Inc.
Tel: (767) 445 7877
ticadeau@gmail.com

Honorary Consul of Sweden
Tel: (767) 448 2181
roseau.swecons@whitchurch.com

Western Union
Tel: (767) 448 2181
Westernunion.dominica@
whitchurch.com

BANKS IN ROSEAU
Generally open 8.30am – 2.00pm
Monday to Thursday and 8.30am
– 4.00pm on Fridays.
AID Bank
Tel: (767) 448 2853/4167
aidbank@cwdom.dm
CIBC/First Caribbean
International Bank
Tel: (767) 448 2571
www.cibcfcib.com

CREDIT CARDS
Most hotels, restaurants, tour
operators, and car rental agencies accept Mastercard, Visa and
American Express as well as traveller’s cheques.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Dominica has a modern and reliable telecommunication system.
Hotels offer International Direct
Dialing and there are two major mobile service providers on
the island: Lime and Digicel. The
island’s area code is (767).

Digicel Dominica Ltd
(Corporate Partner of the DHTA)
Tel: (767) 616 1500
www.digiceldominica.com
Lime Dominica Ltd
Tel: (767) 225 1000
www.time4lime.com
INSURANCE
C.A.M Dupigny Inc.
Tel: (767) 448 3012 / 235 9853
CGM Gallagher Insurance
Tel: (767) 449 9636
First Domestic Insurance
Co Ltd. Tel: (767) 449 8202
Whitchurch Insurance
Tel: (767) 448 2181
INTERNET CAFES
ROSEAU
Cocorico Café
Tel: (767) 449 8686
www.cocoricocafe.com

PORTSMOUTH
The Champs Hotel,
Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 445 4452
www.dechamps.dm.com
NORTHEAST
Calibishie Lodges
Tel: (767) 445 8537
POST OFFICE
Tel: (767) 266 5209
gpo@cwdom.dm
Open: Mon 8.00am-5.00pm
Tues-Fri 8.00am-4.00pm
ELECTRICITY
220/240 volts.
Many accommodations offer both
110V and 220V, but it is wise to
check in advance.
Dominica Electricity Services
(DOMLEC)
Tel: (767) 448 2681/255 6000
domlec@domleconline.com

ATTIRE
Beachwear, active wear and
revealing clothing should not
be worn in shops, restaurants,
streets and towns. There are no
nude beaches in Dominica.
Dominican evenings can be
cool, especially at higher altitudes,
so light sweaters are advisable.
DRIVING
Driving is on the left. Tourists who
wish to drive in Dominica must
have a valid driver’s licence and
must obtain a local permit from
either of the airports, car rental
companies, or from the Traffic
Division office on High Street in
Roseau. This permit, valid for one
month, costs US$12.00/ EC$30.
Roads in Dominica can be
simultaneously steep, narrow,
and winding. Some roads may be
lined with steep embankments,
and many are without guard rails,
so please exercise caution.

Londonderry Road
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford
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Simple Facts
TRAVELLING WITH CHILDREN
Remember to bring proper child
safety restraint devices if you are
travelling with small children.
PERSONAL SAFETY
Dominica enjoys one of the lowest
crime rates in the Caribbean.
However, visitors are encouraged
to practice common sense in their
deportment and the protection of
their property.
EMERGENCY
Police, Fire and Ambulance
Crisis Hotline 1-800-4357
Roseau Police Headquarters
Tel: (767) 448 2222
CID: (767) 266 5164/5
Portsmouth - Tel: (767) 445 5221
Calibishie - Tel: (767) 445 7120
Marigot - Tel: (767) 445 7255
St Joseph - Tel: (767) 449 6222
Grandbay - Tel:(767) 446 3777
In the event of an emergency,
UK, USA, Canadian and German
citizens please contact the Police
Commissioner’s office, Roseau
Police Station, Tel: (767) 448 2227.
MEDICAL FACILITIES
Princess Margaret Hospital –
Main Hospital
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2231
Reginald Fitzroy Armour Hospital
Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 445 5237/5016

Marigot Hospital
Marigot
Tel: (767) 445 7091/266 2800
Grand Bay Health Centre
Grand Bay
Tel: (767) 446 3706/266 2225
Justin Fadipe Centre Inc.
Mero Tel: (767) 449 6711/8466
CUSTOMS
The following items are duty-free
but must be declared: household
effects; wine or spirits not
exceeding one litre; tobacco, not
over half a pound; cigars, not over
50 in number; cigarettes, not over
200 in number; used implements;
instruments
and
tools
of
profession, trade or employment.
Personal effects are duty free
and include: jewellery, binoculars,
cameras,
sports
requisites,
laptops, toys, medicines and
toiletries for personal use only.
Dutiable Items: gifts, radios and
other similar electrical equipment
require a deposit pending reexportation. Restricted Items:
drugs, spear fishing equipment,
arms and ammunition. Firearms:
licensed firearms must be
declared
and
are
subject
to immigration and police
regulations. An application must
be made to the Commissioner of
Police for an import permit prior to
entry into the country.

For further information, visit our website at: www.dominica.gov.dm
Faces, Kalinago Territory
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford

Soltoun (Salton) Waterfall
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Mero Beach
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Health & Wellness by Martha Cuffy
You may well be one of the many seeking more
authentic, locally sourced even transformational
experiences by connecting to the food, soil and
healing modalities locally.
This can shift the focus from simply lying on the
beach to doing yoga on the Purple Turtle beach at
sunset or walking meditatively through sprays of
rosemary on an herbal farm in the organic farming
community of Bellevue Chopin. In Dominica, we
are blessed with a physical topography that can
form an integral unique part of unforgettable
wellness experiences.
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The magnitude of Dominica’s healing adventurous
terrain cannot be covered by words alone. It takes
some imagining beyond the experience of the
everyday to picture an island less than 290 square
miles, fired by nine active volcanoes, mountains
nearly 5,000 feet high, with over two thirds of our
mountainous terrain covered in rainforest. Rainforests
cover less than 2% of the Earth’s total surface area,
yet they are home to 50% of the Earth’s plants and
animals. Hundreds of rivers traverse this undulating
living spa woven with stunning waterfalls, hot springs
in lush settings and mystical vistas a mere hike away.

Dominica holds many secrets. The Dominica
Spa, Health and Wellness Association is proud of
its wellness professionals from all walks of life who
combine international experience and training
with local wisdom. They stand on the shoulders
of our famed centenarians of Dominica whose
daily life-giving habits are from the source of
our healing heritage and form the basis of many
pharmaceutical products. Out of the 3,000 plants
the U.S. National Cancer Institute has identified as
useful in the treatment of cancer, 70% of these
plants are found only in rainforests. Deciding to
stay on this island will provide a taste of something
unique as you return to an earth-based wellness.

You will discover that in connecting to the
earth, you reconnect to yourself. It has spiritual,
pragmatic and economic benefits.
What you will taste and smell will linger in memory
even longer. Our members will delight your taste
buds. Attend a Healthy Island Living cookery class
to learn how to prepare simple and gourmet dishes
using fresh local ingredients often picked straight
from the land – a hibiscus salad is both delicious and
beautiful. Some seek out an ital snack from Dr J or
sip his famous green juice packed with minerals and
Nature Isle goodness. Hanging out in Sister Nats’
holistic kitchen will reveal health secrets you never
dreamed were so simple and tasty!

Rosalie River
Photo: Courtesy Rosalie Bay
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Health & Wellness
In Wotten Waven, famed for its sulphur springs, you
can venture further into a healing interlude with the
laying of stones, chiropractic care or colour therapy.
For your hike on the Waitukubuli Trail, buy some
organic snacks from Nesco to keep the body fuelled.
And after hiking segment 1, camp in the grounds of
Rodney’s Retreat where you are greeted with cool
refreshing coconut water, roasted flakes fresh off the
land and a welcoming smile and bonfire at full moon.
And for those you have left behind buy some
organic jams from Talie’s Pot or wonderfully scented
soaps and scribes from Nature’s Caress.
For those who have been reading about the
benefits of grounding and forest bathing, then
contact Onelove Livity for your own taste of the
restorative power of nature through tailored ecotherapy programs. Honeymooners can embark on
a transformational Primal Spa experience where you
are enlivened by the rainforest trails, waterfalls and
mineral pools of Papillote. The benefits have been
studied by the Japanese for decades. Listen to
birdsongs as you receive a mind-melting massage
in an open-air pavilion at Papillote which is famed for
some of the best gardens in the Caribbean.
If you are in need of seaview wellness, book a
private oceanside Pilates class at Anchorage Hotel
whilst watching your friends return from a magical
whale-watching adventure in the high seas.
Now celebrating our first year, the association is
committed to inspiring excellence in our services and
products to leave you with both treasured memories
and peace of mind, body and spirit. We also host a
range of activities during Caribbean Wellness Month
during September.
Feel free to find out more about our members
online on our FaceBook page or contact us about
creating your dream wellness experience on
dominica-shwa@outlook.com.
Wellness is Happiness!
ROSEAU & ROSEAU VALLEY
Anchorage Hotel
Be Pilates Studio & Coaching.
Tel: (767) 448 2638 / 612 4166
reservations@anchoragehotel.dm
Ariane Magloire
Massage and physiotherapy.
Tel: (767) 616 8687/267 9553
arianepeters@yahoo.de
Caribbean Ayurvedic Institute
Ayurvedic healing compounds and oil of ojas.
Tel: (767) 440 4725/265 0757
caribbeanayurvedicinstitute@hotmail.com
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Fort Young Massage & Wellness Centre
Nature relaxation massages, soothing Caribbean
manicures and pedicures.
Tel: (767) 448 5000, sales@fortyounghotel.com
Wellness Architect
Lifestyle and wellness coaching, retreat, massages,
yoga and transformation work using gene keys.
Tel: (767) 276 9455/616 8943
mjcuffy@gmail.com, www.primalspadominica.com
Ginette Perrymann Wellness Center
& Onelove Livity
Eco-therapy, holistic wellness retreats,
health and wellness consultation.
Tel: (767) 440 6549/295 1655
perri@onelovelivity.com, www.onelovelivity.com
Papillote Wilderness Retreat
Massage and sulfur springs baths.
Tel: (767) 448 2287
papillote@cwdom.dm, www.papillote.dm
Quantum Leap
Holistic chiropractic care.
Tel: (767) 440 3118/616 0173
quantumleap@cwdom.dm
Rainbow Yoga
Yoga service, workshops, retreat planning for
groups, health and wellness consultants.
Tel: (767) 245 2474
www.rainbowyogaindominica.wordpress.com
Roots Herbal Remedies
Tel (767) 615 7414
parkerpaka@hotmail.com
Screws Sulphur Spa
Sulphur Baths.
Tel: (767) 440 4478
www.screwsspa.com
Tia’s Bamboo Cottage
Sulphur Baths.
Tel: (767) 448 1998/225 4823
www.avirtualdominica.com/tiasbamboocottage
PORTSMOUTH & THE WEST
Martin Varlet
Physical Therapy. Osteopathy.
Tel: (767) 449-6604
dominique@cwdom.dm
Picard Beach Cottages Spa
Massages, Yoga and Pilates – (On request).
Tel: (767) 445-5131

NORTHEAST & EAST
Nature’s Fresh – Gail Defoe
Tel: (767) 445-7001/614-8000
Teas, Capsules and Syrups.
www.naturefresh.com
SOUTHEAST & SOUTHWEST
Jungle Bay Resort & Spa – Yoga.
Tel: (767) 446 1789, www.junglebaydominica.com
Rosalie Bay Nature Resort
Aromatherapy, massage, spa treatment, retreats.
Tel: (767) 446 1010, www.rosaliebay.com
INTERIOR
Harmony Massage – Zen Gardens
Deep Tissue Massages. Hot Stone Massages.
Tel: (767) 449-3737, zengardens37@gmail.com
Facebook – Zen Gardens Dominica
Rain Forest Mushroom
Organic mushroom growing Farm Tours.
Tel: (767) 449-1836/295-7286
rainforestmushroomsdominica@yahoo.com
Rainbow Yoga
Tel: (767)245 2474
www.rainbowyogaindominica.com

Experience Dominica
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Weddings & Honeymoons
In Dominica love is the air we breathe
Love is one of the world’s most innate experiences,
so a wedding in Dominica – affectionately known as
“the Nature Island” – is a natural choice.
Dominica is one of the most exotic, romantic
destinations in the Caribbean and in the world to
begin the adventure of a lifetime together.
Dominica’s unspoiled beauty provides a rich
selection of venues. The bride and groom can
exchange vows at the base of a cascading waterfall,
alongside a tropical river or barefoot on a dramatic
black sand beach.
The destination’s colorful flowers, island-grown
food and diverse accommodations make a wedding
in Dominica an unforgettable experience. Select
hotels and resorts offer full wedding coordinator
services making the planning simple and stressfree. With so little to plan and so much to enjoy,
newlyweds can begin their honeymoon at one of
Dominica’s many intimate eco or luxury resorts.
Visit www.dhta.org and www.dominica.dm for
information on coordinators, hotels and resorts
offering wedding packages, legal requirements for
getting married, and all the wonderful things to do
while in Dominica.
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Bayfront, Roseau
Photo: Courtesy Fort Young Hotel
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Weddings & Honeymoons

Photo: 365MMP

Following are the requirements to obtain your
marriage licence prior to the ceremony:
• Completed Form ‘G’ must be signed by both
parties and witnessed/signed and stamped by
a Magistrate/Justice of the Peace/Notary Public/
Commissioner of Oaths in Dominica or home
country.
• Original or notarized copy of:
a) Birth Certificate;
b) Non-Marriage Certificate or Statutory
		 Declaration/Affidavit attesting to the
		 marriage status of applicant;
c) Decree Absolute, in the case of divorce;
d) Marriage and Death Certificates, if widowed.
• Deed Poll if name has been changed.
• Notarized letter of parental consent for
applicants below the age of 18.
• Authenticated translation of any required
documents which are not in English.
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• Non-residents opting for the two-day residency,
passport must be presented for inspection and
copies of bio page and page with date of entry
are required for records.
• Passport sized photo of each applicant.
• $7.50 postage stamps to be affixed to
application form.
• Fees are applicable as follows:
a) Licence Application Fee: EC$300
b) Additional Fee for Licence granted under
		 Section 39 (2) where applicants do not meet
		 the two-day residency requirement: EC$200
c) Weekend/Public Holiday processing fee:
		 EC$204
Contact Information: Ministry of Social Services,
Community Development and Gender Affairs
(767) 266 3207 | socialservices@dominica.gov.dm

Layou Beach
Photo: 365MMP
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Getting Here & About – resources for you before and during your visit
DEPARTURE TAX
There is an EC$59 (US$23) departure tax when
leaving the island. You must have this in cash with
you prior to arriving at the airport.
PASSPORT REQUIREMENTS
Immigration officials require all visitors to Dominica to
present a valid passport on arrival. Caricom nationals
may present either a valid passport or a current
photo ID document such as a driver’s licence. All
visitors need to show a return ticket.
VISA REQUIREMENTS
Due to the fact that visa requirements change
periodically, it is advisable to contact the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Immigration and Labour in Dominica
in advance of your arrival. Tel: (767) 266 3318 / 3553
/ 3212. Or contact your nearest Dominica Tourist
Office available at www.discoverdominica.com.
TRAVEL BY AIR
International flights from the USA and Europe connect
to Dominica through hubs in Antigua, Barbados, St.
Maarten, St. Lucia, Guadeloupe and Martinique.
Connecting with LIAT (1974) Ltd or WINAIR. LIAT
(1974) and Seaborne Airlines also provide connecting
flights from Puerto Rico.
REGIONAL/INTERNATIONAL CARRIERS
Coastal Air Transport
Canefield Airport
Tel: (767) 235 1060
Conviasa Airlines
Agent: HHV Whitchurch & Co Ltd
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2181/0111
LIAT (1974) Ltd
Melville Hall Airport
Tel: (767) 445 7242 www.liatairlines.com
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Seaborne Airlines
Melville Hall Airport
Tel: (767) 445 8936 / (866) 359 8784
Tel: (340) 773 6442
seaborneairlines.com
WINAIR
Agent: HHV Whitchurch & Co Ltd
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2181/0111
www.fly-winair.sx
TRAVEL AGENCIES
Going Places Travel
Roseau, Tel: (767) 448 2550
PAZ Travel & Handling Services
Roseau, Tel: (767) 448 8207

Getting Here & About
TRAVEL AGENCIES CONT.
Uniglobe Travel Agency Ltd
Portsmouth,
Tel: (767) 445 4777
Whitchurch Travel Agency
Roseau, Tel: (767) 448 2181
Portsmouth, Tel: (767) 255-1200
TRAVEL BY SEA
SAS L’Express des Îles ferry passengers between
Dominica, Guadeloupe, Les Saintes, Marie Galante
Martinique, and St. Lucia.
Captains of yachts and sail-boats can anchor their
private yacht at any of the island’s official ports, but
they must register with customs & immigration on
arrival.
FERRY SERVICES
SAS L’Express des Îles
Agent: HHV Whitchurch & Co Ltd
Roseau, Tel: (767) 448 2181
Portsmouth, Tel:(767) 255 1200
www.express-des-iles.com
Ferry Terminal
Tel: (767) 448 4818 www.express-des-iles.com

CAR RENTAL
Before renting a car you will need to obtain a driver’s
licence which costs EC$30 (US$12). You must be
between the ages of 25 and 65, with two years’
driving experience and have a valid licence from
your home country to qualify for a Dominican driver’s
licence. Driving is on the left side of the road.
ROSEAU
Best Deal Rent-A-Car
Tel: (767) 449 9204
Bonus Car Rentals
Tel: (767) 448 2650
Courtesy Car Rental Ltd.
Tel: (767) 448 7763/235 7763
Easy Car Rental
Tel: (767) 440 2156/275 0375
Garraway Rent-A-Car
Tel: (767) 448 2891
Island Car Rental
Tel: (767) 255 6844/235 7368
Lindo Park Car Rentals
Tel: (767) 448 2599/275 3410

Island people
take better care of you

Phillip’s Motor Pool
Fond Cole
Tel: (767) 448 2650/616 2650
Valley Rent-A-Car
Tel: (767) 448 3233
Cell: (767) 275 1310
NORTH/NORTHEAST
Calabash Motors
Car Rental & Services
Tel: (767) 445 7816

Island car rentals invites you to experience
the nature isle hassle-free

www.islandcar.dm

Better Value. Better Vehicles. Better Service.
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Discount Car Rental
Tel: (767) 445 2891
J X Rent-A-Car
Tel: (767) 445 3497/3498
Road Runner Car Rental
Tel: (767) 440 2952/276 3804
Silver Lining Car Rental
Tel: (767) 445 3802/5502
(767) 225 2284

TAXIS
Taxis are available at the airports and in Roseau,
and can be found all over the island. They can be
identified by the letters, H, HA or HB preceding the
registration numbers on the license plates. There are
standard fees from the city to both airports.
MINI BUSES
Dominica’s public transportation system is run by
private operators and is fairly reliable. Bus stops can
be found at assigned points throughout the island.
The bus fares are standardized and range from
EC$1.50 (US$1) to EC$12.00 (US$5) depending on
the route. The buses rotate relatively often.
MELVILLE HALL AIRPORT
Dominica Airport Taxi
Operators’ Association
Tel: (767) 235 3114
Roseau
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Community Tourism Peace Villages in the Caribbean by Diana McIntyre-Pike
Dominican Villages declared as IIPT/Skal Peace
Villages in the Caribbean
The International Institute for Peace through
Tourism (IIPT) /Skal International and the IIPT
Caribbean are proud to announce that four Dominican
Villages: Marigot, Heart of Dominica, Grand Bay/
Geneva Heritage Park, Newtown/Charlotteville/
Castle Comfort, have declared themselves as
IIPT/Skal Peace Villages on 24 August 2013 at the
Opening Day of the UNWTO General Assembly at
Victoria Falls, Canada.
By declaring themselves as IIPT/Skal Peace
Villages, each village agreed that they will be actively
committed to promoting values of tolerance, nonviolence, gender equality, human rights, youth
empowerment, environmental awareness, and
sustainable social and economic development.
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The IIPT/SKAL Peace Towns/Villages project
is a legacy project commemorating IIPT’s 25th
anniversary year since its First Global Conference:
Tourism–A Vital Force for Peace held in Vancouver,
Canada 1988. In making the announcement IIPT
Founder and President, Louis D’Amore praised IIPT
Caribbean President Diana McIntyre-Pike for her
leadership in promoting the peace village concept
among Jamaican and Caribbean communities:
“It was Diana’s passion and dedication to both
community tourism and ‘peace through tourism’
that inspired these communities to become IIPT/
Skal Villages of Peace.” Diana believes that visitors
seeking authentic community tourism will be more
interested in experiencing communities that have
committed themselves to “peace, harmony, love and
unity for all citizens”.

“Let’s do it in the Caribbean,” the marketing
and PR partner/Representative for the Caribbean
Community Tourism family and all IIPT/SKAL
Villages will be marketing the ‘Caribbean Community
Experience’ through the Countrystyle Caribbean
Vacations and Tours (COCAVAT) in partnership with
Caribic/Olympia Tours Jamaica and Anchorage Ltd/
Dominica Tours.
At the recent IIPT Caribbean Community-based
Tourism Study Tour and Conference held in Jamaica
in November 2013, the Organization of Eastern
Caribbean States (OECS) sponsored over 25
community tourism entrepreneurs to participate,
including representatives from Dominica. The IIPT in
association with the Countrystyle Community Tourism
Network branded Jamaica and the Caribbean as ‘the
Home of Community Tourism’ which has now paved

the way forward for the marketing of the Caribbean
Community Experience vacations and tours.
In June 2014, the Heart of Dominica community
hosted an OECS Business Mission delegation to a
field trip and community lunch experience, aimed at
giving a taste of the Heart of Dominica’s products
and services.
Leslassa Armour-Shillingford, Miss Dominica 2013,
Miss Dominica World, and a three-titled Caribbean
Queen was appointed as the IIPT Caribbean Youth
Ambassador based on her local, regional and global
sensitization work that promotes the ideals of the IIPT,
and her outstanding representation and promotion
of Dominica and the Caribbean.
For further information, visit our websites at:
www.accesscommunitytourism.com
www.iipt.org

Newtown Bay
Photo: Dafar Armour Shillingford
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Sightseeing
Dominica offers something for everyone
Dominica is truly unique in its variety of sites to see
and range of activities. Known for its mountainous
terrain and lush rainforest covering approximately
2/3 of the island, Dominica offers something for
everyone to enjoy.
Visitors to this eco-tourist paradise never lack
for choice when it comes to sightseeing around
the Island. From the well-known sites within
our World Heritage Site – The Morne Trois Piton
National Park, with its unique flora and fauna,
abundance of rivers and waterfalls, all located in
the heart of the island.
Driving around the coastal villages, historic sites
like Fort Shirley in the North, the Old Mill Cultural
Centre on the West Coast, and Geneva Estate in
Grandbay show remnants of our vibrant history.
Visiting the cultural site Karana Barana Aute in
the Kalinago Territory, home to the last remaining
settlement of pre-Columbian population, opens a
window into our ancestry. Enjoy the sights, scents
and sounds of paradise.

Victoria Falls
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

ROSEAU
Botanical Gardens
Established in 1890, the Botanical Gardens were
originally conceived to encourage the supply of
properly propagated seedlings of varied tropical
crops to the island farmers. Now it is divided into
two sections–the ornamental/exotic plant section
and the economic plant section. In addition to
cricket matches, the Gardens are used for a range
of activities as well as for a relaxing picnic time under
the trees.
Dominica Museum
The perfect place to learn about Dominica’s rich
history and vibrant culture through photos, exhibits
and fascinating artifacts.
Morne Bruce
High above the Botanical Gardens is a historic
large black and white crucifix and shrine on Morne
Bruce. A beautiful vantage point where one can view
Roseau and the Roseau Valley.
Morne Bruce was a signal station for Fort Young
with old garrison ruins. The Morne can be accessed
by Jacks Walk, near the east gate of the Botanical
Gardens or drive up the hill immediately south of the
Roseau Public Cemetery.

Titou Gorge
This delightful spot is at the start of the hike to Boiling
Lake. Strong swimmers who make it to the end of
the gorge will discover a charming little waterfall. (‘Ti
tou’ means ‘little-throat’ in Creole).
Trafalgar Falls
Tucked away in the Roseau Valley are the majestic
Trafalgar Falls. This father-and-mother pair of falls
stand side by side at 38m and 22m respectively.
Take a scenic 10-15 minute stroll from the visitor
centre to the viewing platform where you can take
outstanding photos of this natural wonder.
Intrepid visitors can climb to the base of the falls
and have a relaxing swim in the cool waters of
the mother falls. After heavy rains, the flow of the
water can be very strong, and the rocks are VERY
slippery so it is strongly suggested that visitors be
extremely careful and hire one of the local guides
when crossing from the viewpoint to the base of the
falls. Please note that the left side of the father falls is
unsafe for exploration.

Old Market
This historical area is The Old Market of Roseau,
also known as Old Market Plaza and Dawbiney
Market Square. Located behind the Museum on
the Bayfront – a short walk from the Cruise Ship
Terminal. This was where all major trading between
Dominica and the surrounding islands took place,
from commodities to slave trading. Now it has been
converted to a craft and souvenir plaza with vendors
selling handcrafted jewelry, t-shirts, local essential
oils and spices.
ROSEAU VALLEY
Freshwater Lake
Officially known as Warmae Letang. Dominica’s
largest lake is found in the height of Laudat and the
Morne Trois Pitons National Park. This protected area
became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1997. The
lake was originally of volcanic origin. It is today the
source of the Roseau River and forms the basis for
Dominica’s hydro-electricity. There is beautiful hiking
around the lake, kayaking and breathtaking views.
Wotten Waven Hot Sulphur Pools
Wotten Waven is a haven for hot sulphur spas. After
a hike or anytime, come to relax and enjoy a soak
in the area’s hot sulphur pools. There are many
outdoor bathing sulphur pools.
Experience Dominica
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Sightseeing
INTERIOR
Emerald Pool
Reached by a half-mile loop trail, Emerald Pool is
by far the most accessible spot in the entire Morne
Trois Pitons National Park. Emerald Pool is actually
a waterfall-fed pool that appears bright green in the
tree-filtered sunlight. Climb into the cool, crystalclear water and simply relax or just revel in the
beautiful, calming surroundings.
Salton (Saltoun) Falls
Salton waterfalls are located on the Saltoun Estate in
the interior of Dominica. Take a 10-minute walk deep
into the rainforest to reach one of the falls, where you
can enjoy a wonderful refreshing swim. Saltoun is
accessible by road. There are many waterfalls in this
area, so if you want a more strenuous walk, ask the
owner of the estate for guidance.
Layou River Gorge
The Layou is the longest river in Dominica. The
Layou gorge is a beautiful river pool where you can
enjoy a swim surrounded by the Gorge of Layou. A
half-mile rough track leads to the gorge (4x4 vehicle
necessary), or you can park your vehicle by the main
road a walk the off-road track for about 20 minutes
in the rainforest.
Layou River
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

Soltoun (Salton) Waterfall
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Indian River
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

PORTSMOUTH & WEST
Fort Shirley in the Cabrits National Park
The Cabrits National Park is a protected haven of
forest, swampland and beaches found on a uniquely
saddle-shaped peninsula formed by the twin peaks
of an extinct volcano and includes a marine reserve.
Cabrits is connected to the mainland by an emergent
wetland, particularly important for migratory birds
and the largest in Dominica.
It is best known as the site of Fort Shirley, the
island’s premier historic showpiece where a
large 18th-century British Garrison once housed
600 soldiers. The garrison has undergone major
renovations. Cannons from this 18th-century fort
can still be found guarding the gorgeous view of
Prince Rupert Bay.
Visit the Interpretation Centre and read the outdoor
panels to learn more about this majestic garrison.

ear out for them as you follow the trail along the rim
of the Picard River gorge.
Cold Soufrière
The Cold Sulphur Springs are located in a clearly
defined volcanic crater known as Bellevue Mountain
at the extreme northern end of the island. The sulfur
springs are in the crater of the volcano Morne Aux
Diables which means “Mountain of the Devils” in
Creole. It is composed of central complex Pelean
Domes from which lithified block and ash-flow
deposits radiate in all directions. Reached from the
Northern Link Road, there are several small bubbling
pools releasing volcanic gasses with the smell of
fresh sulfur in the air.

Indian River
Enjoy a relaxing guided tour down this enchanting
river. The prolific vegetation and the interesting river
wildlife make for a fascinating trip.
Syndicate Parrot Reserve
Dominica is home to two unique, indigenous types
of parrot. The Imperial – known locally as the
Sisserou – is Dominica’s national bird. The Jaco is
smaller than the Imperial and can be found at lower
elevations. The best place to see these parrots in the
wild is in the Syndicate Reserve. Keep an eye and
Experience Dominica
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Sightseeing
NORTHEAST & KALINAGO TERRITORY
Kalinago Territory Including Cassava Bread
Interact with some of the Caribbean’s remaining
indigenous people. The Kalinago people (Carib)
originated in South America and could once be found
in most Caribbean islands. Presently approximately
3,000 Kalinagos live in a collectively owned 3,700
acre territory spread over eight hamlets on the northeastern coast of Dominica. Together, these villages
are called the Kalinago Territority. The Kalinago live a
simple communal life, carrying on the many traditions
of their ancestors. Immerse yourself in their rich
culture and heritage to learn their fascinating history.
Other attractions in the Carib Territory include
many craft shops, Horseback Ridge, Isulukati Falls,
the church at Salybia, as well as traditional dance
and song performances by the Karifuna Cultural
Group. Try the Cassava Bread (local indian bread)
baked daily at the Salybia Bakery.
Barana Aute
The Kalinago Barana Autê Village is a cultural village
which offers a unique experience, sharing the history
and traditions of the Kalinago people from hundreds
of years ago. It is a world of colour and pageantry,
where the nation’s first people’s talent and pride are
abundant. During your visit (a 30-minute guided
tour) you will witness the fine art of basket weaving
by the Kalinago people, cassava bread-baking, as
well as presentations on traditional canoe building,
herbal medicine and enjoy the cultural and theatrical
performances by the Karifuna Group in their main
Karbet. During the tour, you learn about fauna, flora
and its usefulness to the Kalinago people.

Touna Aute Village
Touna Aute Kalinago Indian Village is where you
taste the life of the modern Kalinagos. A tour of this
authentic riverside community shows you the art
of pressing sugar cane, basket-weaving, traditional
medicines and foods, as well as the history and
culture of the Kalinago people, including how they
have adapted to the modern world. Don’t miss a
swim or a river tubing ride in the crystal-clear river
pools of Pagua River next to the main Karbet.
Brandy Falls
The trail to Brandy Waterfall is located off the main
road that passes through Dos D’Ane. (4-wheel drive
vehicle is advised).
Brandy Falls is hard to access and rushes down
a steep slope, continuing its journey through the
rainforest. This unique physique of slope and stone
allows the brave to attempt to climb up the waterfall,
though the stones are slippery. After the hike, you
will enjoy a swim in the pools of Brandy River. It is
advised to take a certified tour guide.
Chaudière Pool or Chaudron
Situated close to the village of Bense, this natural
wonder is a glimpse of the Hampstead River and
hidden away in the rainforest. This is a 20-25 minute
hike to a small waterfall with a deep pool of clear,
cold and crisp water.
This waterfall is unique – you can slide down
a natural chute formation and the cliffs allow for
jumping into the water, which is softer upon landing
due to the falls’ bubbles.
Barana Aute, Kalinago Territory
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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SOUTHWEST & SOUTHEAST
Geneva Estate and Coal Pot Factory
The Coal Pot Factory is located in Grand Bay in the
Geneva Heritage Park. It contains the gorgeous ruins
of an historic plantation which originally produced
sugar, rum and molasses. The factory started as a
youth-training skills programme and has transitioned
into a small industry. It produces natural herbal
products such as soaps, skin creams, massage
oils, mud masks, bath salts, candles – all-natural.
Many of the ingredients are grown on the property
or sourced locally. All products are available for sale
at the factory and in Roseau.

Scotts Head
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

Soufrière Catholic Church
The Roman Catholic Church in Soufrière completed
in 1880, is perhaps one of the most photographed
landmarks in the south. It is located close to the
edge of the sea and has a colourful mural portraying
simple village life. A natural hot water pool created
by the local people is located on the shore in front of
the church. This bath captures and retains the sea
water that is heated from the volcanic vents beneath
the sand.
Wavine Cyrique
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

Soufrière-Scotts Head Marine Reserve (SSMR)
The Soufrière-Scotts Head Marine Reserve (SSMR)
is located on the southwestern tip of the island.
The region is dominated by the Scott’s Head
or Cachacrou Peninsula, separating the calmer
Caribbean Sea from the wilder Atlantic Ocean.
The SSMR was established in 1998 to protect and
preserve the spectacular underwater sea life. Due
to the nature of the reef, the SSMR is home to many
rare and unusual creatures. The bay is an extinct
volcanic crater whose walls drop to an uncharted
depth within a lava chute with active underwater
fumaroles and expansive coral reefs. Great for diving,
snorkelling, and other marine friendly activities.
Bay Leaf Distillery
The leaves of the bay tree, or bois d’inde, are
strongly scented and used to season food, drink
and produce essential oils. You can find these trees
mainly in the south east and Petite Soufrière area.
The manufacture of bay oil is a prime source of
income for farmers in the villages of the south east.
Look out for bay sheds and distilleries. The method
of distilling remains simple and the villagers are
always happy to show you around.
Experience Dominica
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Hiking
A vast network of trails
Hiking through our national parks is
one of the key experiences of any
visit to Dominica. The island is a
leader among those regional states
protecting significant ecological
areas of the Caribbean. It was the
first Commonwealth Caribbean
country to establish a national park
when legislation for the Morne Trios
Pitons National Park was passed
by the House of Assembly in 1975.
This park is now the only
UNESCO World Heritage site in
the Caribbean. It covers some
17,000 acres in the south central
portion of the island that includes
the main active volcanic features of
Dominica such as the Boiling Lake
and Valley of Desolation, as well as
the cool crater lakes, Boeri Lake,
the Freshwater Lake and numerous
vegetation zones. Dominica now
has more protected areas per
square mile than any other country
in the region. In 1986, the Cabrits
National Park on the northwest
coast was established. This
includes areas of coastal dry scrub
woodland, a significant zone of
marine environment and an historic
18th century garrison that is spread
over the twin hills of the Inner and
Outer Cabrits, also known as the
East and West Cabrits.
In 2000, the Morne Diablotin
National
Park
encompassing
Dominica’s highest peak was
established. This park protects
important watersheds to serve
the water supplies of the coastal
villages as well as preserving the
habitats of thousands of species
of plants, insects and other wildlife
including the endangered Imperial
(Sisserou) and the Red Necked
Amazona (Jaco) parrots.
These parks can be explored by
trails established by the Forestry
and National Parks Department
and each have visitor centres
where refreshments, restroom
facilities and park information can
be obtained.
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Valley of Desolation
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

ROSEAU & ROSEAU VALLEY
Boeri Lake
Duration: 2 hours
Easy
This is about a 45-minute hike that brings you to
Dominica’s highest lake. The path is easy to follow
from a small car park just beyond Freshwater Lake
and can be done as a part of exploring the Freshwater
Lake area. The path is an uphill hike until you reach
the lake where you can walk to the left side to a small
hut. The lake itself is surrounded by large boulders.
You can get halfway around it by walking on these
boulders. It is safe to swim, although it is definitely
a refreshing experience, especially as the lake is
often surrounded by clouds, wind and rain. There
are some excellent views along the trail, especially
looking back towards Freshwater Lake and down to
the east coast. This hike is a great way to escape the
heat of the coast in summertime.
Starting point: The trailhead is at the end of the
road from Freshwater Lake.
Middleham Falls
Duration: 60 minutes each way
Moderate
The trek to Middleham Falls is a pleasant one-hour
walk into the heart of the rainforest. The falls are
striking – a narrow stream drops approximately 80m
from a keyhole notch in the lip of the cliff. Clamber
down the rocks to the crystal-clear pool at the base
of the falls for a chilly dip! The trail is not especially
difficult and can be done on your own, but you might
want to consider hiring a guide to fully enjoy the hike.
Make sure your camera is waterproof or properly
secured since there is a lot of spray from the falls.
Starting point: There are two trails – the more
popular one starts on the Roseau-Laudat road and
is the easiest to reach by car. The other starts on the
Cochrane side.
Boiling Lake
Duration: 3-4 hours (one way)
Advanced
Boiling Lake is one of Dominica’s most popular and
strenuous trails. The hike to Boiling Lake is just as
much of an attraction as the lake itself. It features the
Valley of Desolation – a trek through lush rainforest
and beautiful mountain flora. This natural cauldron
of boiling water, covered by a blanket of vapor, is
the world’s second largest boiling lake. The flooded
fumarole of greyish-blue water is approximately 63m
across and a real sight to behold. Do not attempt
this hike without a local guide.
Starting point: Laudat.
Experience Dominica

Freshwater Lake
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

Wai'tukubuli National Trail
- Segment 4 Wotten Waven to Pont Cassé
Duration: 6 hours (one way)
Advanced
Segment 4 from the WNT takes you from the haven
of the Hot Springs in Wotten Waven to Pont Cassé,
the rainforest Palaces of Dominica. On this segment
of the WNT, travel through the Morne Trois Pitons
National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with
views of several mountains and natural attractions
– a wonderful display of Dominica’s rugged nature
and rich heritage. Some areas of interest are the
view of Morne Micotrin, Morne Watt, Morne Jaune,
Morne Nichols, Morne Anglais, Morne Trois Piton,
and the sulphur springs. This hike is strenuous and
can be very muddy. You cross the river several
times, holding onto branches and trees to walk
down hills that you must climb again before reaching
your destination. This is a great hike.
Starting point: Wotten Waven
Morne Anglais
Duration: 2 hours (one way)
Moderate
Morne Anglais is almost 4,000 feet high and is one
of the tallest mountains in Dominica. It is accessed
from the Village of Giraudel and reached via a steep,
winding road from the west coast south of Roseau.
The beginning of the trail passes through gardens
and plantations before climbing a steep mountain
to the summit, which offers you a truly magnificent
panoramic view of the western coastline. It is a
demanding, but rewarding hike. A guide is advised.
Starting point: Giraudel
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INTERIOR
Morne Trois Pitons
Duration: 5 hours or more
Advanced
Morne Trois Pitons, Dominica’s second highest
peak, is a dormant volcano located to the north of
Boeri Lake and Morne Macaque. Trois Pitons means
‘three peaks’ and is named due to the shape of its
summit. Standing at a height of 1424m, it is quite a
challenging hike, which requires both good physical
health and a sense of balance. It is advised to
wear long pants for the razor grass, which is found
throughout the trail. There are spectacular views
enroute, but since this mountain is so often shrouded
in clouds, don’t count on it. Do not attempt this trail
without a local guide.
Starting point: Main Road near Pont Cassé
roundabout.
Wai'tukubuli National Trail
- Segment 6 - Castle Bruce to Hatten Garden
Duration 7 hours
Moderate
This beautiful segment takes you to the Kalinago
Territory, home of Dominica’s indigenous people.
It winds along the Atlantic Ocean coast threading
its way into the Kalinago village’s lush vegetation
always with amazing coastal views. The trail crosses
the Horseback Ridge passing through the Kalinago
Barana Auté, which means “Kalinago Village by
the Sea”. It has many exhibits showcasing how the
Kalinago people lived long ago. The next section
goes into the lush tropical forests, then downhill,
slowly approaching the end at Hatton Garden.
This segment offers a mixture of rainforest, coastal
scenery and villages where the life and history of the
indigenous people of Dominica still exist today.
Starting point: Castle Bruce.
Jacko Steps
Duration 5 hours
Advanced
This hike begins in the village of Belles, where
Jacko, one of the most important Maroon chiefs
who commanded camps of escaped slaves, was
established with his followers during the period of
slavery. This segment takes you towards the Layou
River Gorge before arriving at the trail leading to
the historic Jacko Steps. After a steep hike up the
Jacko Steps through the rainforest, you descend
to the Layou River, enjoying several river crossings,
beautiful fauna, flora and local wildlife. These amazing
steps were carved by the Neg Maroons who used
them to hide from the enemy and to retreat into the
mountains. The steps – narrow, extremely steep and
excessively high – made it difficult for British troops
to quickly and easily attack. The Maroons would
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have seen them first from their high hiding places in
the dense rainforest. It is essential not to attempt this
hike without a knowledgeable tour guide. The Layou
River is well-known for its flash floods. Several river
crossings are not obvious and the current can be
very strong.
Starting point: Belles Village by the school.
Wai'tukubuli National Trail
- Segment 11 - Syndicate to Bourne
Duration: 7 hours
Difficult, long hike for experienced hikers.
This segment takes you through the Morne Diablotin
National Park with great opportunities for birdwatchers. Deep in the rainforest, Syndicate Estate is
the best spot to view Dominica’s parrots, the Jaco
and Sisserou. It is a great hike through well-laid trails
into the rainforest. The first section of this segment
follows an abandoned road and then continues
through rain forests and coastal woodland habitats.
There are many steep ups and downs with river
crossings. If the weather is clear, you will be rewarded
with beautiful panoramic views of Prince Rupert Bay,
Portsmouth and the Cabrits National Park.
Starting point: Visitor’s Centre at Syndicate
Morne Diablotin
Duration: 6-8 hours
Advanced
The hike to the top of Morne Diablotin is without
doubt Dominica’s most challenging. Morne Diablotin
is Dominica’s highest peak, rising to 1447m. This
is not a hike for the faint of heart and few people
actually reach the summit. On your trek, look out for
the Jaco and Sisserou parrots, but be careful as this
hike is treacherous. For those who make it to the
end, the views of the Cabrits, Portsmouth, Picard,
Melville Hall Airport Runway, the northeast coast
and villages are worth the journey on a clear day. Do
not attempt this trail without a local guide.
Starting point: Northern Forest Reserve Reception
Centre at Syndicate, located off the RoseauPortsmouth road, around 13km south of Portsmouth.
Syndicate Forest
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

Tour Operators
ROSEAU & ROSEAU VALLEY
Antours
Tel: (767) 4462111/245 0886
www.antours.dm

Margel Durand ‘Mr. On Time’
Tel: (767) 449 8421
www.ontimetaxitours.com

Choice Taxi & Adventure Tours
Tel: (767) 235 2012
choicetaxidm@hotmail.com

Nature Boys Tours
Tel: (767) 245 5058
www.discoveritda.com

Combine Taxi Association
Tel: (767) 440 6005/235 8648
combinetaxi@gmail.com

Off The Beaten Trail
Tel: (767) 275 1317/449 1724
woodydominica.shutterfly.com

Dominica Tours
Tel: (767) 448 2638
www.experience-dominica.com

Raffoul Luxury Tours
Tel: (767) 235 2424/616 2424
raffoulakel@yahoo.com

Eddie Tours & Taxi Services
Tel: (767) 245 2242/614 8555
eddietours2001@yahoo.com

Rendezvous Catamaran
Tours & Taxi
Tel: (767) 245 2668
geraldcharplis@ hotmail.com

Fun Sun Inc.
Tel: (767) 448 6371/612 2790
funsuninc@cwdom.dm
Irie Safari
Tel: (767) 440 5085/275 7001
iriesafari@cwdom.dm
Jungle Trekking & Adventure
Safaris (JT&AS)
Tel: (767) 449 8355/275 5827
Ken’s Hinterland
Adventure Tours (KHATTS)
Tel: (767) 448 1660/235 3517
US: (866) 880 0508
www.khattstours.com
Kubuli Watersports
Tel: (767) 440 6331/
315 0980/615 6745
kubuliwatersports@gmail.com
Lambee & Sons
Taxi & Tours Services
Tel: (767) 448 3365/225 9754
lambeeandsons@cwdom.dm

Sea World Guest House
Tel: (767) 448 5068/616 9422
www.avirtualdominica.com/
seaworld

NORTHEAST & EAST
4x4 Adventure Tours
Tel: (767) 265 3760/315 7979
www.enjoy-dominica.com,
tanaquilpfund@gmail.com
Hibiscus Eco Tours
Tel: (767) 616 0055
www.hibiscusvalley.com
SOUTHEAST & SOUTHWEST
Hiking Dominica
Tel: (767) 446 1076
www.hikingdominica.com
PORTSMOUTH & THE WEST
Antilles Dominica
Eco Tours
Tel: (767) 225 8828
www.antilles-dominica.com
Brandy Manor Guest House
and Equestrian Center
Tel: (767) 612 0978/235 4871
brandymanor@ymail.com

True Worshippers Services
Tel: (767) 275 7247/276 5498
www.trueworshipperservice.com

Cobra Tours
& Yacht Services
Tel: (767) 445 3333/245 6332
www.cobratours.net

Vivi’s Excursiones
Tel: (767) 265 6507
viviexcursiones@yahoo.com

Cool Breeze Tours
Tel: (767) 245 1776/316 6661
www.cool-breeze-tours.com

Wacky Rollers WRAVE Ltd.
Tel: (767) 449 8276/440 4386
www.wackyrollers.com

Jon Vee Tours
Tel: (767) 449 6463/235 2375
jonvee_11@live.com

Waitukubuli Eco Tours
Tel: (767) 275 7001/615 3150
www.wetdominica.com

Picard Beach
Wellness Eco Cottages
Tel: (767) 445 5131
www.picardbeachcottages.dm

Whitchurch Tours
Tel: (767) 448 2181/255 1167
www.whitchurch.com

Soltoun (Salton)  Forest
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford
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SOUTHEAST AND SOUTHWEST
Chemin Letang
Duration: 2 hours one way
Advanced
Chemin Letang means Lake Road, and is an old
cross-island Kalinago track stretching from Rosalie
on the east coast to Freshwater Lake. It starts out as
a dirt road passing through the small village of Grand
Fond before a river crossing. Eventually, the road
narrows into a track through the rainforest covered
mountainside, ending at Freshwater Lake. This hike
can begin either from Freshwater Lake or from the
village of Grand Fond. The walk up from Grand Fond
to the lake takes a bit longer than 2 hours.
Starting point: Rosalie/Freshwater Lake.
Dernier Falls
Duration: 40 minutes
Moderate
Dernier Falls is tucked away in the unique village of
Grand Fond. Follow the road in Grand Fond to almost
‘the top of the village’ where there is a signpost
showing the start of the trail. It’s a steep climb up
and then down into the valley before reaching
these beautiful waterfalls. The falls are about 15m
high cascading into a bowl-shaped pool with the
water flowing in from one side and it is incredibly
picturesque. Swimming is possible and the river
area is a great spot for a picnic. Remember to take
your time as you descend into the valley.
Starting point: Grand Fond.

Jacko Falls
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Bolive (Boli) Falls
Duration: 7 hours
Difficult
This is an extremely challenging, long and not wellknown hike to one of the island’s most remote and
beautiful waterfalls located deep in the mountainous
forest above the southeastern village of La Plaine
and the Sari Sari River. Bolive Falls is comprised of
three waterfalls with beautiful swimming pools. One
of the falls is inaccessible and can only be viewed
from a distance. Hikers should be in good physical
condition before attempting this trek and it is
advisable to hire a certified guide. Beware of slippery
rocks and boulders on this hike and be prepared to
get wet.
Starting point: Village of La Plaine, ask any villager
for directions.

Perdu Temps
Duration: 6 hours
Advanced
Perdu Temps is a beautiful rainforest hike which
follows a trail once used by people in the south east
to cross the island before roads were constructed.
The hike starts either from Delices or north of Grand
Bay, connecting the villages of Delices and Geneva
Estate. It starts as a light stroll along the Perdu
Temps River before climbing from 183m to 549m at
the top. There are several peaks along valley floors
and through rivers. Highlights are the River Blanc
(White River), Jack Falls, agricultural and farm areas
in Grand Bay and the village of Pichilin. There is also
the bonus of walking through the Morne Trois Pitons
National Park, a World Heritage Site.
Starting point: Geneva/Delices.

Rosalie to Petite Soufrière
Duration: 50 minutes each way
Easy
Petit Soufrière is a small village on the east coast,
south of Castle Bruce and upland from Petite
Soufrière Bay. This village is located on the steep,
rugged slopes of Morne aux Delices, one of the most
isolated villages in Dominica that was historically
developed as a farming settlement. Today, it remains
a small, rural farming community connected to
Rosalie only by a hiking trail. It is an easy walk, but
often muddy. There are some amazing views of
the coast with remnants of volcanic lava plunging
into the Atlantic Ocean, offering excellent photo
opportunities. Take time to visit the beautiful and
remote village of Petite Soufrière.
Starting point: Diocesan Centre close to Rosalie
River.

Sari Sari Falls
Duration: 45 minutes each way
Moderate
This is one of Dominica’s most magnificent waterfalls.
The hike is quite short and fairly easy although it
involves a series of river crossings, and scrambling
over slippery, steep boulders.
The trail begins through a banana field, before
descending steeply into the Sari Sari River Gorge.
The pool is deep and its crystal water invites you
for a refreshing swim. Feeling the full force of the
waterfall is exhilarating. Sari Sari Falls can also be
combined with a visit to Victoria Falls. The starting
points are close and each hike is relatively short.
Both can be done in one day.
Starting point: A sign pointing to the trail for Sari
Sari Falls is located in the village of La Plaine on the
southeast coast.

Dominica has many more trails not listed here. Ask your tour guide about other great hiking adventures.

Hike Fest
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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SITE PASSES
Site passes are required by all non-resident users of
the National Parks and Forest Reserves. These fees
contribute toward maintenance and upgrades of
the sites. Passes can be purchased at the National
Parks office in the Botanical Gardens or at the
individual sites.
The following are the sites that require passes:
Emerald Pool, Cabrits National Park & Fort Shirley,
Trafalgar Falls, Syndicate Forest, Middleham Falls,
Soufrière Sulphur Springs, Boeri Lake, Indian
River, Boiling Lake, Morne Diablotin Trail, Freshwater
Lake, Morne Trois Pitons Trail, and Barana Aute,
Kalinago Territory.
Cost of Site Passes
US$5 per site or US$12 for a week Pass.
Week Passes provide unlimited visits to National
Park sites during the relevant week and are the best
value.
For more information, contact the Forestry, Wildlife
& Parks Division at Tel: (767) 266 3817 or forestry@
cwdom.dm
HIKING CLUBS
DABEX
Antonia Moses
Tel: (767) 276 0434
Dwivayez
Ibrahim Brohim
Tel: (767) 235 5492
Or Cederic Pemberton
Tel: (767) 245 8641
Pierre Charles Adventure Club
Ervin Jackson
Tel: (767) 615 5553
Sisserou Walkers
Nadia Simon
Tel: (767) 265 4729
TCSS Adventure Club
Irvin Jackson
Tel: (767) 615-5553

HIKE FEST
The DOMINICA HOTEL & TOURISM ASSOCIATION
has organized “HIKE FEST” for the last six years.
This annual hiking festival traditionally takes place
in May with locals and visitors exploring hiking trails
of varying levels of difficulty, island-wide. It is the
perfect time to discover and experience Dominica,
meet new people and enjoy a day with nature.
HIKE FEST attracts many local hikers. Visitors
– hiking clubs and active individuals – find it an
excellent opportunity to socialize and have fun
exploring Dominica.
We invite you to visit Dominica for HIKE FEST
during the month of May 2015. We guarantee you
will enjoy the Nature Isle while meeting great people.
HIKING TIPS
Hire a guide. Trained guides are available for every
hike on the island. The guides have basic first-aid
and CPR training and are knowledgeable about the
flora and fauna. You can find a guide in the village
where the hike begins or you can contact the Tourist
Information Office (767) 448 2045 for names and
numbers. Be sure to negotiate a price with your
guide before setting out on your trip.
DO
• Research the trail to know
estimated time and water access.
• Inform others of your hike and
expected return time.
• Hike with friends, it’s more fun and safer.
• Look carefully for trail markers.
• Carry plenty of water and snacks.
• Take photos and leave only footprints.
• Carry a cell phone for safety.
• Stay on the trail.
• Talk to the local people.
• Carry out your garbage.
DO NOT
• Litter the trail.
• Pack too heavily.
• Trample plants and vegetation.
• Pick flowers.
• Choose a trail segment beyond your capabilities.
• Take photos of people without permission.
• Pick fruit and produce without permission.
• Forget to come back to Dominica.

Cold Soufrière
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Segments

1. Scotts Head to Soufrière Estate
Duration: 3.5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
2. Soufrière Estate to Bellevue Chopin
Duration: 5.5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
3. Bellevue Chopin to Wotten Waven
Duration: 5.5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
4. Wotten Waven to Pont Cassé
Duration: 5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
5. Pont Cassé to Castle Bruce
Duration: 5 hrs Difficulty: Easy
6. Castle Bruce to Hatten Garden
Duration: 6 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
7. Hatten Garden to First Camp
Duration: 5.5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
8. First Camp to Petite Macoucherie
Duration: 6 hrs Difficulty: Advanced
9. Petite Macoucherie to Colihaut Heights
Duration: 7 hrs Difficulty: Advanced
10. Colihaut Heights to Syndicate
Duration: 3 hrs Difficulty: Easy
11. Syndicate to Borne
Duration: 6 hrs Difficulty: Advanced
12. Borne to Penville
Duration: 6 hrs Difficulty: Advanced
13. Penville to Capuchin
Duration: 3.5 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
14. Capuchin to Cabrits
Duration: 4 hrs Difficulty: Moderate
Experience Dominica
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Whale Watching

Photo: Arun Madisetti

The underwater topography of the island, with
limited continental shelf, is as nearly vertical as the
mountains above. Deep water brings in schools
of fish, which attract marine mammals and this is
where our whale tale begins….
Dominica is known as the whale watching capital of
the Caribbean. Sixteen species of marine mammals
make their home in our waters or are transient from
other regions. Whale watching began in Dominica in
the late 1980s, and now Dominica is a major whale
watching hub, with visitors from around the world.
The local population has an opportunity to take
whale and dolphin safaris to see these magnificent
creatures in the wild. It is not uncommon to see
schools of over 100 dolphin swimming alongside the
boat, eliciting cheers and whoops of delight. It is a
source of pride for locals that our resident population
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includes approximately 200 sperm whales, mothers
and calves. They are the most social of the great
whales and form such tight family bonds that they
are sometimes seen “logging” at the surface, rolling
around in close physical contact with each other.
When babies or young are present, the extended
family of aunts and sisters will crèche the young
soothers and can descend to depths of over a mile
to feed – insuring an adult always remains with the
young. Females average 15m and males at maximum
size are around 21m in length. Females give birth
every four to eight years, making them the slowest
reproducing mammals on the planet. Juvenile
males remain with the family pods until they reach
adolescence at around nine years old, then they
leave, becoming global wanderers. Visiting males
have been tracked migrating from the Azores every
November, remaining here until mid- to late April.
These regular pods that have put Dominica on the
map; it is the place for people to regularly see sperm
whales on vessels licensed for the tours. All vessels
carry safety equipment, have working marine heads
and directional hydrophones so the guides and you
may listen to and track these wonderful giants.
Whales – being mammals like us – breathe air. This
rest period between dives is when whale watchers
may see the largest carnivore on the planet. The best
time for viewing is during mating/calving season from
November to April. Boats depart on Wednesdays
and weekends unless by private charter.
Other species of marine mammals available
for viewing include Common, Spotted, Frasier
and Spinner dolphin, and Short Fin Pilot whales.
Transients include Melon Headed and Beaked
whales, Humpbacks (on their way to Silver Banks),
and Orcas.
It is a rare day that a boat departs and there aren’t
any sightings.

Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

Witness a spectacular ancient ritual that dates back
to the time of the dinosaurs. Every year between
March and October, three species of endangered
sea turtles – the Leatherback, Green and Hawksbill
– nest and hatch on Dominica’s beaches. The
sea turtles return to the same beach each year,
sometimes swimming thousands of miles, so they
can perform this remarkable nesting custom.
Female turtles bearing eggs laboriously crawl their
way out of the surf and onto the black sand beaches
of Dominica under cover of dark and guided by
moonlight. The turtle digs her nest and then goes
into a trance-like state as she lays as many as
120 eggs. Approximately 60 days later, baby turtle
hatchlings emerge, smaller than a baby’s footprint.
These hatchlings, like their mother, will follow the
moonlight and make their way to the sea.
Turtle watching is an up-close experience in
Dominica and one that guests cherish for a lifetime.
The best places to view nesting and hatching turtles
are Rosalie, La Plaine Bout Sable and Londonderry
beaches. Rosalie Bay Resort, which founded
the Rosalie Sea Turtle Initiative (RoSTI) for the
conservation of the island's sea turtles, lets guests
assist in the conservation programme by helping to
patrol the beach to protect nesting turtles, aiding
researchers in collecting data or relocating nests that
are too close to the ocean to the turtle hatchery, and
being “on call” when the baby sea turtles emerge.
Dominica takes great pride in protecting sea turtles
with the help of turtle conservation community
groups. Turtle experts at all locations guide and
educate visitors about these magnificent sea
creatures as they are nesting or hatching.
Guests can participate in turtle watching tours
by contacting Dominica Sea Turtle Conservation
Organization Inc. (DomSeTCO) at (767) 275 0724 or
Sea turtle hotline: (767) 616 8684.

Three Photos:Tanaquil Pfund
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Diving in pristine waters with an abundance of marine life

Photo: Arun Madisetti

If you are struck by the beauty of Dominica’s
mountainous terrain, then take a look beneath
the tranquil waters of the west coast where the
drama continues. Coral reefs plummet down
vertiginous drop-offs into the abyss and huge
volcanic pinnacles rise up from the sea bed. These
spectacular formations are covered with colourful
hard and soft corals, sponges and crinoids, and
they are alive with a mesmerizing variety of reef
fish and other fabulous sea creatures such as
turtles, eagle rays, flying gurnards and seahorses.
Blackbar soldierfish, angelfish, damselfish,
tangs, wrasse, parrotfish, spotted drum, cowfish
and trumpetfish are all in abundance, to name
just a few. Moray eel, lobster, crab, shrimp and
octopus take shelter in hollows and crevasses,
and colourful sponges are perfect camouflage
for longlure frogfish, a favourite subject for
underwater photographers.
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NORTH
WEST

Dominica is often cited as one
of the region’s best recreational
WEST
scuba
diving
destinations.
Conditions all along the west coast
are usually calm, clear and easy,
and although diving must always
be undertaken with a locally certified
operator and is usually from a boat, the
SOUTH
journey to most sites takes just minutes.
WEST
From the Cabrits down the mid-west coast
and all the way to the Soufrière Scott’s Head
Marine Reserve in Dominica’s south, there are dive
sites that suit everyone from beginners to the more
advanced. There is so much to see that many
enthusiasts return again and again. Naturalists,
biologists, filmmakers and photographers all pay
tribute to the dramatic topography, pristine waters,
and variety of marine life that is in abundance in all
of Dominica’s healthy reef systems.

NORTHWEST
Five Finger Rock (Advanced)
Location: the Cabrits Marine Park – This playground
for squirrelfish, angelfish and flounders is an
experience you will never forget. A must-see for
those who love watching aquatic life in action. A
more difficult dive than some others, but well worth
the effort.
Pole To Pole (Easy)
Location: Portsmouth – This dive site has a different
atmosphere from most of our dive sites. It is
under the Cabrits cruise ship pier where one can
dive between the giant wooden poles covered in
sponge life. This is an easy dive that is suitable for
all levels with a maximum depth of 15m. Hidden at
the bottom and on the sides of the poles are some
of the rarest creatures around, seahorses, batfish,
flying gurnards, sand eels and much more. This dive
is a fantastic and atmospheric dive during the day,
but it really comes to life at night when the creatures
come out in even greater numbers.
Sharks Mouth (Moderate to Advanced)
Location: Prince Rupert Bay – This dive site is
named for the numerous sponges that look like a
shark’s mouth. The descending slope is covered
with a delightful mixture of brightly coloured hard
and soft corals and sponges. Occasionally, there is
a mild current present.
Toucari Bay (Moderate)
Location: Portsmouth – Toucari Bay has many
exciting tunnels to explore. Two of the tunnels, 8m
and 14m long, provide exhilirating swim-throughs
through shoals of French grunts. The reef drops to
33m where it is home to large shoals of mahogany
snapper, crabs and frogfish.
This is an excellent site for both day and night
dives. You are bound to see eels, rays, trumpet fish,
octopus, lobster, squid, puffer and parrot fish in
abundance. A large variety of spectacular coral can
also be found in this area.
WEST
Maggies Point (Moderate)
Location: Mero – This dive starts at the edge of a
huge seagrass bed, a great place to find stingrays
and turtles feeding on the bottom. The main reef
is composed of spur and groove formations with
a huge rock outcrop cloaked in massive sponges,
colourful feather-stars and whip corals. Check under
the rocks and in crevices for coral crabs, lobster,
spotted and green morays. The outer edge of the
reef extends below 30m to a sandy plateau. For fishwatchers, this site is a perfect place to see schooling
fish, stingrays and unusual creatures.
Experience Dominica

Nose Reef (Moderate to Advanced)
Location: Mero – The mooring is in 15m on a shelf
dominated by sea plumes and sea rods. Descending
from the base of a shallow wall at 20m, you will pass
lovely varieties of azure vase sponges which range
in colour from pink to purple to fluorescent light
blue and orange elephant ear sponges. The vertical
part of the wall is dominated by sea whips and red
gorgonians.
At about 24m, you will find a nose-shaped
promontory jutting into deeper water (hence the
name). Also seen on this dive are nudibranchs,
seahorses, flamingo tongue snails, turtles, schooling
fish and huge snappers swimming by.
This is a great first dive of the day.
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Whaleshark Reef (Easy)
Location: Salisbury – Located on the south dropoff of the Grand Savanne flats, Whaleshark Reef
starts at 17m and plunges to about 40m. Its vertical
face is a garden for giant barrel and brilliant yellow
tube sponges and other hard coral, all teeming with
colourful tropical fish. A photographer’s paradise for
capturing arrow crabs, shrimp and spotted flamingotongued snails. Also look out for large barracuda,
jacks and Spanish mackerel.
SOUTHWEST
Champagne Reef (Easy)
Location: Soufrière – This dive explores the beauty
of the bubbles and hot springs that make up
Champagne reef and usually includes a safety stop
from where you can see the entire reef. An easy
dive for any level of diver as the water is calm with
light currents. You can find frogfish, flying gurnards
and seahorses quite easily. Squid can often be
seen. This dive is especially spectacular at night
when huge crabs and lobsters come out to play.
Champagne Reef is easily accessible from shore
and many people snorkel here.
Coral Gardens North – also called Dangleben’s
North (Easy to Moderate)
Location: Soufrière – This dive site can be combined
with Danglebens Pinnacles for a nice mix of sites.
Starting off in about 12m of water, it is a fairly easy
start that quickly puts you on a healthy reef. Heading
out from shore, the reef drops off into deep water with
dense patch reefs, some sandy patches and lots of
volcanic substrate. This diverse topography means
that one can find almost all features of Dominica dive
sites. There is pelagic activity on the deeper corners,
some truly beautiful sponge formations of every
colour, feather-stars with feeding turtles everywhere.
Suitable for all levels, this area can be done repeatedly
and looks different every day.
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Craters Edge (Advanced)
Location: Scotts Head – This is the last divable
point of the volcanic crater that creates all the dive
sites from Scotts Head to Scotts Head Pinnacle
and West Bank. Sticking out into the current, it is
only possible to dive on current free days. While
it does connect up to Scotts Head Pinnacle via a
ridge at about 70 feet, it is worth diving on its own,
usually making two turns around it – one at 80 feet
and one at 50 feet. Huge sponges stick out off the
wall and an entire ledge of orange sponges faces
the current end. Pelagics love this site and cero,
barracuda, turtles, sennet, horseye jacks, yellowtail
snapper and rainbow runners are also regulars here.
Occasionally, huge black jacks and schools of tuna
are seen. If you can tear your eyes away and look
closely, seahorses are regularly spotted. Definitely
an exciting dive and a little current brings it all to life!
L’Abym – La Sourcier (Easy)
Location: Soufrière – L’Abym is a 457m wall that
descends into the sea from a cliff above the surface.
The first shelf starts at about 8m, getting steeper as
you descend. A great opportunity to enjoy mingling
with seahorses, turtle, barracuda and frogfish.
The most unusual thing about this dive site is that
although it is a massive wall, it is suitable for all levels
of divers due to few currents. L’Abym truly sums up
the dramatic topography of Dominica.
Scotts Head Pinnacle (Moderate to Advanced)
Location: Soufrière – Scotts Head Pinnacle is one
of the island’s most famous dive sites, with divers
regularly requesting repeat visits. The dive begins
on Swiss Cheese, a large rock formation home to
the well-known Soldierfish Cave. This swim-through
(not actually a cave) teems with soldierfish and
grunts that seem to form a barrier, parting briefly to
allow you to swim through. You reach the Pinnacle
after crossing a flat area of coral encrusted rock
formations. Another picturesque swim-through at
11m bisects the pinnacle, bringing you to a steep
wall on the other side and inside the volcanic crater,
which falls off to more than 37m. The swim-through
is full of blackbar soldierfish, grunts and lobster. The
wall is dominated by deepwater sea fans and other
colourful gorgonians.

Photo: Arun Madisetti

Rina’s Hole (Easy)
Location: Salisbury – If you are looking for colourful
and vibrant sealife, then diving Rina’s Hole is a must.
This site is a great place to swim with all kinds of
marine life, and where you are able to explore a large
underwater cave.
Take time to observe different types of eels,
stingrays and the occasional nurse shark as they
swim in and out of the nooks and crannies that
make Rina’s Hole so exciting. This spectacular dive
is further brightened by its white sandy bottom, the
shallowness of the site, and the rays of sun which
seep through from the surface, illuminating giant
anemones, sea plumes and a wide variety of sea
fans, with shoals of chub a common sight.

Scotts Head Pinnacle
Photo: Arun Madisetti

Dive Operators
ROSEAU/SOUTH
Aldive & W.A.T.E.R Sports
Tel: (767) 440 3483/275 3483
www.aldive.com

Fort Young Hotel
Dive Centre
Tel: (767) 448 5000
www.fortyounghotel.com

Anchorage Hotel,
Whale Watch & Dive Centre
Tel: (767) 448 2638/2639
www.anchoragehotel.dm

PORTSMOUTH/NORTH
Cabrits Dive Centre
Tel: (767) 445 3010
US number: (347) 329 4256
www.cabritsdive.com
WEST COAST
East Carib Dive Ltd.
Tel: (767) 449 6575
www.east-carib-dive.com

Photo by Images Dominica

Dive Dominica
Tel: (767) 448 2188
castlecomfortdivelodge.com
www.divedominica.com

FACTS & FEES
There is one official Marine Reserve in Dominica –
the Soufrière Scotts Head Marine Reserve (SSMR)
located in the south. A fee is in place to support
this reserve. The fee is US$2.00 per recreational
dive if your dive is in the confines of the Marine
Reserve. Your local dive shop will collect this fee.
The Marine Reserve protects the marine resources
of Dominica for all users and ensures Dominica will
always have a thriving marine environment.
Under the management plan of the Cabrits
National Park in Portsmouth, there are regulations
Experience Dominica

Sunset Bay Club
& Seaside Dive Resort
Tel: (767) 446 6522
sunset@cwdom.dm
www.sunsetbayclub.com
SOUTHEAST & SOUTHWEST
Champagne Reef
Dive & Snorkel
Tel: 440-5085 / 612-8400
www.champagnereef.com
Nature Island Dive
Tel: (767) 449 8181

LIONFISH pose possibly the greatest danger to
regional reefs ever. Endemic to the Indo Pacific/
Red Sea, they now range from North Carolina to as
far south as Brazil. Dominica is held as the regional
leader in what a small island can do with limited
resources to tackle such an issue. Prior to the
arrival of any fish, a sensitization programme was
undertaken and the Fisheries Division conducted
outreach at all fish landing sites. The Dominica
Water sports Association (DWA) launched an
education programme, teaching fishermen and
school children about the fish and explaining
the effects of uncontrolled population increases.
Lionfish are excellent eating and they outsell more
traditional fish on the menu with an ever-increasing
demand in markets, hotels and restaurants.
in place to ensure the sustainable use of the marine
resources in the Cabrits area.
There is a modern dive emergency response
system with a hyperbaric chamber at the island’s
main hospital in Roseau.
The Dominica Water Sports Association (DWA)
organizes an annual diving extravaganza in July
called Dive Fest. Dive conditions are excellent there are many great events to enter, prizes to win
and entertainment galore!
For more information on diving in Dominica visit
www. dominicawatersports.com
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Boat Building
Our Boat Building Heritage
by Lennox Honychurch

Traditional Fishing Boat
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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A visit to the Kalinago Territory should include a look
at a traditional canoe in the making. An example
of this can be seen at the Kalinago Barana Auté,
the Kalinago cultural village at Crayfish River. The
first recorded description of the Amerindian canoe
was produced by Christopher Columbus himself
the day after he had made his first landfall in the
Americas. This was on the island of Guanahani in
the Bahamas, which he had renamed San Salvador.
With a sailor’s eye for nautical detail, he provided a
concise synopsis of this craft as he commenced his
ship’s log on 13 October 1492:
Many of these people came to the beach and
paddled to the ships in their little boats, called
canoes; these are made from the bole of a tree
hollowed out like a log all in one piece. The larger
ones hold forty to forty-five persons; the smaller
ones are of all sizes, down to one holding but a
single man.
The centre of canoe construction in Dominica
today is in the Kalinago Territory on the northeastern
coast of Dominica. Canoe-makers of the Carib
Territory provide vessels not only for Dominica, but
also for the neighbouring French Islands. The five
people most associated with canoe building are
Napoleon Sanford, Yves Sanford, John Valmond,
Gabriel Valmond and St. Hilaire Valmond. Five other
men are also occasional builders or associated
with certain aspects of canoe production. They are
known as providing planks or assisting in digging
out logs.
They have adapted their skills to special projects
related to museum displays: a canoe for the
recreation of prehistoric voyages to the Orinoco, and
the fabrication of miniature canoes for the tourist
trade. They estimate that, on average, they produce
six canoes a year. These are usually 22-24 feet long,
but canoes have been produced up to 30 feet on
special orders from fishermen, particularly those
from neighbouring Martinique.
There are four main phases in the construction of
the Island Carib dugout canoe:
1. Choosing and felling the tree and preparing
the trunk for carving. This takes place in the
rainforest.
2. Digging out and shaping the hull.
3. Expanding the wooden shell with fire, stones
and water.
4. Finishing off the canoe by inserting ribs, stakes,
seats and oarlocks and raising the sides of the
dugout with wide planks.
These canoes are used by fishermen all around
Dominica and can be viewed drawn up on the
beaches of the main fishing villages. You may be
lucky enough to see canoes involved in catching fish
along the shore using long seine nets.
Experience Dominica

Boat Builder Merlin Stoute
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Boat Building
From colonial times, the town of Portsmouth has
been a centre for industries linked to the sea, such
as trade in agricultural products, a whaling depot
and a center for the construction of inter-island
sloops and schooners. Ship-building families such
as Mitchell and McLawrence came to settle here
from the Grenadines where supplies of wood for
constructing sloops and schooners were declining.
Excellent timber was readily available here, sloops
and schooners were constructed along the shore,
vessels were careened and new masts were
steeped in the estuary of the Indian River. The forests
provided excellent timber for boat production.
The twisted branches of White Cedar trees were
sought after to make the bent parts of hull frames.
and long straight planks from galba, gommier and
laurier trees provided the cladding for the hull and
lined the decks. While building and launching their
ships, many of the Grenadine shipwrights fell in love
with Portsmouth and northern village girls, starting
families that are now firmly established and identified
with the town.
Up to the early 1990s, sloops and schooners
were still constructed along the shore, but those
days are over because container cargo and steel
hulled vessels have taken over the inter-island
shipping trade. Smaller wooden craft such as row

boats and small fishing boats are still produced
at Portsmouth, and all of the boats which take
visitors up the Indian River are locally constructed.
One style of these open boats is called a “Santwa”
because it is copied from the shipwrights in the
neighbouring French islands of the Saintes. These
seafarers’ ancestors came from Brittany on the
west coast of France and handed down their skills in
boat making through the generations. In Dominica,
these vessels are also called “Bot”. Take a ride in
a Kalinago canoe or a traditional colonial period
“shaloup” and you will be experiencing Dominica’s
heritage of the sea.
Traditional Fishing Boats
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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MOORINGS
The Dominica Marine Association (DMA) operates
the mooring fields along the west coast of the island
inside the Portsmouth’s Prince Rupert Bay area,
Mero Beach, and Roseau south. These mooring
fields are sub-operated by smaller communitybased yacht service associations such as the
Portsmouth Association of Yacht Services (PAYS),
Mero Community Development, and the DMA
members in Roseau.
Key to Mooring Buoy Colours:
Red/Orange
Private/Dive Company
White		
Lease/Rental Moorings
CLEARANCE PROCEDURES
Completing Official Paperwork
The ship’s captain deals with all ship, crew and
passenger clearance matters. Charges are
applicable to every vessel clearing into Dominica
and are valid for up to two weeks with our automatic
entry and exit system. Any vessel remaining after
two weeks must get exit clearance from Customs &
Immigration at one of the ports of entry.
Documents required to clear:
• Ship’s registration papers
• Valid passport for all crew and passengers
• A crew list (four copies if available) – The form
can be completed at the port of entry office.
• If applicable, a passenger list
(four copies – include entry forms/cards –
available at ports of entry)
• An Immigration E/D must be completed for any
crew and passengers departing by plane or
ferry. These can also be completed at the port of
entry office or departure port.
• Port clearance from the last port of call
PORTS OF ENTRY
Anse dé Mai (767) 445 5300
Portsmouth (767) 266 3731
Roseau
(767) 266 3799/3700
HOURS
Monday – Friday: 8:00am – 4:00pm
OVERTIME HOURS
Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays
Monday – Friday: 4:01pm – 7:59am

Experience Dominica

Photo: Arun Madisetti

For further information on cruising and sailing
in Dominica’s waters, please contact Dominica
Yacht Services at (767) 275 2851 where you can
also obtain the latest Dominica Marine Guide.
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Where to Stay in beautiful Dominica?
Calibishie
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford

Accommodations are available all around the island
of Dominica and are not centered in one area.
Staying in two, three or even more different locations
makes natural and historic sites more accessible
without the need for long journeys every day. It
is very easy to create a tailor-made holiday with
careful, selective planning that suits your interests as
well as your budget. You can decide just how close
to nature you would like to get with a broad selection
of accommodation options, from forest cabins to
luxury hotels and eco resorts.
Interesting accommodations has been thoughtfully designed to fit harmoniously with the surrounding
environment. A stay may incorporate elements of the
outdoors and may also be eco-friendly, making use
of sustainable materials and natural power sources.
Practical accommodations may be located close to
services such as boat jetties, dive shops, restaurants,
duty-free stores, education and research centres,
hiking trails, rivers or tropical parks and gardens.
Budget accommodation are available as B&Bs,
Woodford Hill Beach
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford
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self-catering apartments, simple cottages, camping
and even Mongoliangers. Dominica has a small
but impressive selection of world class and awardwinning eco resorts, boutique hotels and deluxe
villas for those seeking more luxury and elegance.
Dominica is a great escape – a peaceful and natural
corner of the world where you can relax, recharge,
and enjoy outdoor adventure. Accommodation
options provide everything you need to make your
holiday on the Nature Island a comfortable and a
memorable one.

Name

Location

Website/Email

Tel: (767)

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Anchorage Hotel,
Whale Watch &
Dive Centre

Castle
Comfort

www.anchoragehotel.dm

448 2638

x x x x x x		 x x x x x

Ambassador Hotel

Canefield		

ROSEAU & ROSEAU VALLEY

Caprice Studio
Canefield
Guest House & Apt

www.capricestudioapts.com

x		x x x			x
449 0009			x x x		x x x			x

Castle Comfort
Lodge

Castle
Comfort

www.castlecomfortdivelodge.com

448 2188			x

Chez Ophelia

Copt Hall

www.chezophelia.com

448 3438				x

Cocoa Cottages

Shawford

www.cocoacottages.com

Eileen Shillingford
Apartment

St. Aronment yannick@cwdom.dm

x		x x x			x
448 0412					x			x x		x
448 2986				 x x		 x x x

Emerald View Apts

Canefield

colombo104@hotmail.com

449 3462

End of Eden

Copt Hall

dannylugay@hotmail.com

Evergreen Hotel

Castle
Comfort

www.evergreenhoteldominica.com

449 1501

x x x		x x		x

x		x x x		x x x		x
448 8272					x		x x			x
448 3288 x x x x x x		 x x		 x x
DHTA Member
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ROSEAU & ROSEAU VALLEY

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Where to Stay

Name

Location

Website/Email

Tel: (767)

Exotica Cottages

Gommier

www.exotica-cottages.com

448 8839

Fort Young Hotel

Roseau

www.fortyounghotel.com

Garraway Hotel

Roseau

www.garrawayhotel.com

Grace Apartment

Wotten
Waven

www.avirtualdominica.com/grace

			x
448 5000 x x x x
449 8800 x		x x
448 2934				x

Hummingbird Inn

Canefield

www.thehummingbirdinn.com

449 1042

Itassi Cottages

Morne
Bruce

www.avirtualdominica.com/itassi

x			x x		x x x		x x
448 7247				x x		x		x		x

Kent Anthony
Guest House

Roseau

kentanthony@gmail.com

448 2730			x

x					x		

La Flamboyant
Hotel

Roseau

www.laflamboyanthotel.dm

440 7190			x

x x			x x		x x

Le Petit Paradis

Wotten
Waven

www.petitparadisdominica.com

440 7352					x			x

Ma Bass Central
Guest House

Roseau		

448 2999			x

x		x x x		x
x x		 x x x x x
x x		x x		x x
x		x		x		x

x		x

x			x x x		x

Papillote
Trafalgar
Wilderness Retreat

www.papillote.dm

448 2287		x			x

Pepper’s Cottage

Jimmit/
Pottersville

www.pepperscottage.com

245 1234

Rainforest Retreat

Shawford
Estate

www.ourdominica.com

449 9540		x			x			x		x

Rainforest
ShangriLa Resort

Wotten
Waven

www.rainforestshangrila-resort.com

440 5093					x				x

Roseau Valley
Hotel

Copt Hall

www.roseauvalleyhotel.com

449 8176					x		x

Roxy’s Mountain
Laudat
Lodge		

www.avirtualdominica.com/
eiroxys.htm

448 4845 				

Sea World
Guest House

Castle
Comfort

seaworlddominica@yahoo.com

448 5068

St. Aimie’s
Guest House

Elmshall

sento62@hotmail.com

448 4464			

www.avirtualdominica.com/
st-jamesguesthouse

448 7170				x

St. James
Goodwill
Guest House		

x		x x x x

x x x x x		 x		 x x

x x

x x		x

x x		 x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x		 x

Sutton Place
Roseau
www.suttonplacedominica.com
Hotel		

449 8700			

Symes Zee Hotel

Roseau

symeszee@aol.com

448 2494			x

Tia’s Bamboo
Cottages

Wotten
Waven

www.avirtualdominica.com/
tiasbamboocottages

Titiwi Inn

Roseau

www.titiwi.com

White Cottages

Glasgow		

x x		x x		x

x x x		 x x x		 x x

x			x x x			x
448 1998		x		x x			x x x
x x x x x		x		x		
448 2028			 x x			 x x x x x

448 0553

DHTA Member
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Roseau
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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INTERIOR

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Where to Stay

Name

Location

Website/Email

Tel: (767)

Crescent Moon
Cabins

River La
Croix

www.crescentmooncabins.com

449 3449					x			x

Harmony Villa

Pont Cassé

www.harmonyvilla.com

448 2638

Vena’s Paradise

Pont Cassé

venas@cwdom.dm

x		x

x x		x x		x x x		x
449 2001							x x x		
Stowe

SOUTHEAST & SOUTHWEST
Name

Location

Website/Email

Campeche Bar
Cuisine &
Guest House

Grand Bay

campecheguesthouse@hotmail.com 276 1370

x		x x x		x x x		x

Citrus Creek
Plantation

Taberi La
Plaine

www.citruscreekplantation.com

446 1234

x				 x x x x x x

Gallette Seaside
Cottages

Soufrière

www.natureislanddive.com

449 8181

x				x x x		x		x

Hideout Cottages

Geneva

www.hideout.ch

446 4642							x				x

Jomayo Bay 	

Grand Bay

jomayobaygh@gmail.com

315 1953

Jungle Bay Resort
& Spa

Delices

www.junglebaydominica.com

446 1789

x x			x x			x		x
x x		 x x			 x x x x

Ocean View
Scotts Head www.avirtualdominica.com/
Apartments		
oceanview_apts

449 8266

x			x x x x		x		

Oh La La Villas

Delices

446 1283		

Petit Coulibri
Guest Cottages

Castle		
Bruce

Rodney’s
Wellness Retreat

Soufrière

relax@rodneyswellness.com

440 8222

x x		 x		 x x x x x x x

Rosalie Bay
Resort & Spa

Rosalie

www.rosaliebay.com

446 1275

x x x x x			 x x x x x

Rosalie Forest
Eco Lodge

Rosalie

www.rosalieforest.com

446 1886

x				 x x x x x		 x

Zandoli Inn

Stowe

www.zandoli.com

446 3161

x x			x x		x x		x

http://web.mac.com/ohlaladominica

Tel: (767)

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Photo: Tanaquil Pfund

x

x x x x		 x x x x x x
446 3151							x x x

DHTA Member
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Scotts Head Bay
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Name

Location

Website/Email

Tel: (767)

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Where to Stay

Caribbean Sea
View Holiday Apts

Mero

www.caribbeanseaview.com

449 7572

x		 x x x x x		 x

Casaropa
Apartment

Portsmouth

casaropa@cwdom.dm

445 5277

x		 x x x x x		 x

Comfort Cottages

Blenheim

www.comfortcottages.com

445 3245

The Champs Hotel Picard
Restaurant & Bar

info@godominica.com

445 4452

x x x x x x x x x		 x
x		 x x x x x x x		 x

Douglas Guest
House

mendoug@cwdom.dm

445 5253

x		 x x x x x x x		 x

Heaven’s Best
Portsmouth
Guest House 		

www.heavensbestguesthouse.com

445 6677

x x x x x x x x x		 x

Island Bay
Boutique Hotel

Mero

www.islandbayhotel.com

449 7401

x			 x x x x x x		 x

Manicou River
Eco Lodge

Douglas Bay www.manicouriver.com

616 8903

x				x x x		x		

Picard Beach
Wellness
Eco-Cottages

Picard
Estate

www.picardbeachcottages.dm

445 5130

x		 x x x x x x x x x

Portsmouth
Beach Hotel

Picard
Estate

www.portsmouthbeachhotel.dm

445 5142

x		 x x x x x x x x x

Rachelle’s Retreat
Salisbury
		

www.dominica-the-natureisland.com

276 3849

x			x		x x				x

Rejens Hotel

Petite Bai

www.rejens.com

445 5577

Secret Bay

Ti Bay

www.secretbay.dm

445 4444

Sunset Bay Club & Batalie
SeaSide Dive Resort

www.sunsetbayclub.com

446 6522

x		 x x x x x x x		 x x
x x x x x x x x x		 x
x x		 x x x		 x x x x

Tamarind Tree Hotel Salisbury

www.tamarindtreedominica.com

449 7395

x x			x x		x x		x

PORTSMOUTH & THE WEST

Portsmouth

DHTA Member

Sunset Bay Club &
 Seaside Dive Resort
A cozy beach hotel where you can relax and enjoy yourself. We offer both all-inclusive
or bed & breakfast plans to suit your needs. Our Lobster Palace Restaurant serves both
international and creole cuisine. We also have a PADI dive centre, pool and sauna on the
premises, and offer snorkling, whale watching and yacht mooring. Free wireless internet.
Tel: (767) 446-6522 • Fax: (767) 446-6523
Email: sunset@cwdom.dm • www.sunsetbayclub.com

Glassy Trail
Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

Name

Location

Website/Email

Tel: (767)

Beach (near)
Pool
A/C
TV
Maid Service
Diving (near)
Self Catering
Meals (optional)
Internet
Spa
Phone Service
Conference Facilities

Where to Stay

Atlantique View
Resort and Spa

Anse
De Mais

www.atlantiqueview.com

445 6719

x x x x x x		 x x x x x

Bay View Lodges

Calibishie

www.bayviewdominica.com

245 8705

Beau Rive

Castle Bruce www.beaurive.com

Calibishie Cove

Calibishie

www.calibishiecove.com

Calibishie Lodges

Calibishie

www.calibishie-lodges.com

Carib Territory
Guest House

Crayfish
River

www.avirtualdominica.com/
ctgh.htm

NORTHEAST & EAST

classiquedominica@gmail.com

445 8486

x		x x x x		x x		x x

Castle Bruce www.domcansguesthouse.com

445 7794

x			x x		x x x			
x x		x x x x		x		x

Classique
Marigot
International		
Domcan’s

x			 x x x x x x x
x x			 x x x		 x x
265 1993 x x			 x x x x x		 x
445 8537 x x		 x x		 x x x
445 7256				x x			x x		x
445 8992

Dominica’s Sea
Calibishie
View Apartments		

www.dominicasseaview
appartments.com

317 1843

Hampstead House Hampstead		

445 5639

Hibiscus Valley Inn

Concord

www.hibiscusvalley.com

445 8195

Pagua Bay House
Ocean Front
Cabanas

Marigot

www.paguabayhouse.com

445 8888

x		 x x x x		 x x
x x x x x			 x x		 x
x		x x x			x x		x

Point Baptiste
Cottage

Calibishie

www.pointebaptiste.com

225 5378

x				x		x x x		x

Red Rock Haven
Hotel

Calibishie

www.redrockhaven.com

445 7997

x x		 x x x x x x		 x

Roots Jungle
Retreat

Concord

www.rootsjungleretreat.com

275 6000					

Sea Cliff Cottages

Calibishie

www.dominica-cottages.com

Sunrise Farm
Cottages

Castle
Bruce

info@sunrisefarmcottages.com

x			x		x x		x		x
446 0000		 x x x x		 x x x		 x

Sunrise Garden
Guest House

Calibishie

www.calibishiesunrise.com

445 7604

x			x x		x		x		x

Verandas View

Calibishie

www.lodgingdominica.com

445 8900

Villa Passiflora

Pointe
Baptiste

www.villapassiflora.com		

x			 x x		 x x x x x
x x		 x x		 x x x

x x x x x

445 7008

Photo: Tanaquil Pfund
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Dining is an experience to savour. Prepare for the adventure!
From farm to table, fish pot to stovetop sums up
‘eating-out’ in Dominica. Dining may be a slightly
presumptuous word to use, as the approach to
food preparation on the Nature Island is infused with
tradition in both method and flavour. Think instead
of the term ‘experiential eating’ – this term conveys
the art of food consumption, so why not join in?
In small hotels and restaurants, pop-up stalls
and roadside vendors all over the island, one finds

fresh, often organic ingredients being served in
mouth-watering snacks and meals. Prepare for an
adventure: encounters with these creative characters
and hearing about the journey of your meal will be
about the culture of Dominicans and their obsession
with their traditional food. So whether you’re after
Ital Vegan, Creole food or fine dining within some
unique environments, sit back, relax and savour the
Experience.

ROSEAU &
ROSEAU VALLEY
Anchorage
Hotel - Ocean Terrace
Restaurant
Tel: (767) 448 2638

Garraway Hotel Balisier Restaurant
Tel: (767) 449 8800

Tao Restaurant
Tel: (767) 316 6666

Antrim Valley Sculpture
Studio & Gardens
Antrim Valley
Tel: (767) 449 2550

Italia Restaurant
Tel: (767) 440 4837

Banana Tree
Bar and Grill
Tel: (767) 448 5433
Cartwheel Café
Bayfront at Johns Lane
Tel: (767) 448 5353
Castle Comfort
Lodge
Tel: (767) 448 2188
Cocorico Café
Tel: (767) 449 8686
Cove Bar and Grill
Tel: (767) 440 2683
Escape Bar & Grill
Tel: (767) 440 9188
Evergreen Hotel
- Crystal Terrace
Tel: (767) 448 3288
Fort Young Hotel
- The Palisades
Restaurant
Tel: (767) 448 5000
Fusion Village
Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 440 9595
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Guiyave Restaurant
Tel: (767) 448 2930

Le Bistro Restaurant
Tel: (767) 440 8117
Le Café Desiderata
Tel: (767) 448 6522
Le Petit Paris Bakery
Tel: (767) 225 0303
Old Stone Grill and Bar
Tel: (767) 440 7549
Orchard Restaurant
Tel: (767) 448 3051
Papillote Rain
Forest Restaurant
Tel: (767) 448 2287
Pearl’s Cuisine
Tel: (767) 448 8707
Perky’s Pizza
Tel: (767) 448 3333
/440 3024
Port of Call
Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 448 2910
St.Aimee Diner
(JustTaste It)
Symes Zee
Tel: (767) 448 2494

Tia’s Bamboo
Restaurant
Tel: (767) 225 4823
Westport Tavern at
Drop Anchor
Tel: (767) 276 9513
Zamzam Café
Tel: (767) 440 7969
PORTSMOUTH
& THE WEST
Blue Bay
Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 445 4985

Le CourtYard
Restaurant
Tel: (767) 445 3638
/277 4142
Ponderosa Tavern
Tel: (767) 245 6177
Riverside International
Restaurant & Bar
Tel (767) 445 5888
/613 1800
Romance Café
Tel: (767) 449 7922
Sunset Bay Club
Restaurant
Tel: (767) 446 6522

Chez La DouDou
Beach Restaurant
Tel: (767) 449 6575

Tamarind Tree
Hotel & Restaurant
Tel: (767) 449 7395

The Champs
Hotel, Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 445 4452

The Tomato Fresh Food
Café & Deli
Tel: (767) 445 3334

Connie’s Beach Bar
Tel: (767) 449 6513

NORTHEAST & EAST
Calabash Restaurant
Tel (767) 445 8438

iCho Jerk Shack & Bar
Tel: (767) 276 4256
La Casa Espresso
Tel: (767) 445 6445
/245 1043
La Flambeau
Restaurant & Beach Bar
Tel: (767) 445 5142

Calibishie LodgesBamboo Restaurant
Tel: (767) 445 8537
Coral Reef Restaurant
and Bar
Tel: (767) 445 7432
Domcans Guest House
and Restaurant
Tel: (767) 445 7794

Red Rock Haven Hotel
- Escape Beach Bar
and Grill
Tel: (767) 445 7997
/275 7998

Jungle Bay
Tel: (767) 446 1789

Sea Lounge
Tel: (767) 225 9473

Oh LaLa Resort
Tel: (767) 446 1283

INTERIOR
Harmony Villa
Tel: (767) 245 4166

Pagua Bay
Bar & Grill
Tel: (767) 445 8888

SOUTHEAST &
SOUTHWEST
Chez Wen Cuisine
Tel: (767) 448 6668

Riverside Café
Tel: (767) 446 1234
/225 8305

Randy’s Restaurant
Tel: (767) 315 7474

Fish Pot
Tel: (767) 316 1821

Islet View
Restaurant and Bar
Tel: (767) 446 0370
The Orchard Oasis
Tel: (767) 445 8700
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Rodney’s
Wellness Retreat
Tel: (767) 245 4725
/235 3417

Riverstone Bar ‘n’ Grill
Tel: (767) 616 7133
Vegetarian
Mushroom Café
Tel: (767) 449 1836
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Dining
Looking Forward To Island Chef 2015,
Dominica’s Annual Culinary Arts Event

Photo: Images Dominica

Island Chef, Dominica’s only Annual Culinary Arts
and Cook-Off Competition is moving forward and
is already determined to be one of the islands’
key entertainment and food events for 2015. A
production of Vetivert Inc., a private company
focused on developing and promoting arts, heritage
and well-being events, the overarching vision
is to excite, inspire and promote island culinary
practitioners to develop haute cuisine while using
local produce and traditional methods married with
international concepts and products. The run-up to
and the event itself showcases the cooks and chefs
in various media, providing avenues that stretch their
creativity and skills while facilitating rural and urban
partnerships, and developing training opportunities.

The event is staged at The Anchorage Hotel in July
each year as part of the Dive Fest calendar, building
on past successes. 2014 attracted both local and
international sponsors and judges. The cook-off
competition kicked off with four of Dominica’s chefs
– Nikki Esprit, Jimmy Williams, Felicien Antoine and
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defending champion Jemer Joseph – battling it out
in front of a local and international audience. They
cooked a three-course meal against the clock with all
mystery ingredients including staples of the historic
Negre Maroon and Kalinago, as well as the themed
Lionfish item, promoting the DIVE FEST campaign
to eradicate Lionfish from Dominica’s reefs. Other
events included a Sponsors’ Trade Show, Lionfish
Taster Station, Bush Rum Samplers Bar and a twohour concert by Caricom Song contest winner,
Michele Henderson and her band.
Prizes and gifts from sponsors included beautiful
Red Cedar engraved awards issued to Jemer
Joseph of Secret Bay for Best Entrée, and Nikki
Esprit of Café Desiderata and Westport Tavern for
Best Starter and Dessert. Esprit won the title of
Dominica’s Island Chef for 2014.
Special recognition for generosity and support
goes to sponsors J. Astaphan & Company Ltd,
Appleton and Chief Brand Products, Anchorage Ltd.,
Sukie’s Gas, King’s Garments & Security, Digicel,
event partner Dive Fest. New sponsors included
Dutch Lady, Le Clef St. George in Martinique and
PDG Hotel & Restaurant Equipment Supplies in
St. Marteen.
For further information, visit our website at:
www.islandchefdominica.com
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Island Chef 2014 Winner, Nikki Esprit and
Island Chef Founder & Producer, Carla Armour
Photo: Images Dominica
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Nightlife Stepping out... by Nikima Royer Jno Baptiste
I step out of my home in the middle of the
rainforest and pause, look around and take in
the sight under the glow of the Caribbean moon.
Sounds like rain, but it isn’t – just the gentle
breeze rustling through the mango tree in my
yard. My husband and I are heading out for a
night on the town.
First stop is the rum shop down the road – the
music is playing and the roadside grill is sizzling.
Fish is on the menu tonight – Red snapper
steamed in a foil pocket with local seasoning and
served piping hot with a wedge of lime from the
makeshift grill. While my husband chats with the
‘fellas’ from the neighborhood and enjoys a ‘step
up’ – any rum mixed with Gingerwine – I sit on
a stool (really an old tree stump that has been
molded to all the bums that have graced it) and
savour the scents and tastes of my favourite fish.
Can’t stay long, loads more to see, smell, and
taste before the night is done!
We weave our way to town with windows down,

enjoying the sounds of a vibrant Dominican Friday
Night. Boullion Music – a unique Dominican sound
– a mixture of Reggae, R&B, and Hip Hop, plays
from the barbershop, which is jumping with boys
getting ‘shaped up’ before heading out. Calypso
– the traditional Caribbean social satirical music
plays from vehicles passing by, drowned out only
by laughter.
In town, we stop on the Bayfront – have a drink
at one end, enjoy some barbecue ribs somewhere
in the middle, and cap off with another drink and
roasted plantain – not too ripe, not too green, and
just sweet enough – at the other end, all the while
strolling, feeling the breeze, enjoying the music,
and taking in the sights that lay before us.
During the rest of the night we mosey through
town and surrounding areas, stopping here
and there, drinking this and that, nibbling on
our favourite road-side cuisine – enjoying each
other, savouring the sights, smells, and tastes of
Dominica – My Nature Island of the Caribbean.

Picard Beach
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford
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ROSEAU &
ROSEAU VALLEY
Anchorage Hotel,
Whale Watch &
Dive Center
(767) 448 2638

Fort Young Hotel –
Warner's Bar
Tel: (767) 448 5000

Melvina’s Bar
& Restaurant
(767) 440 5480

Iron Monkey Bar
Tel: (767) 235 1990

Reggae Lounge
Tel: (767) 440 9336

Banana Tree
Bar and Grill
Tel: (767) 448 5433

JR’s Bar & Grill
(767) 245 8389

Ruins Rock Café /
Caribbean Magic Spice
Tel: (767) 440 7583

The Cove
Tel: (767) 440 2683

Club 91
Krazy Koconuts
Tel: (767) 440 7058

Westport Tavern
at Drop Anchor
Tel: (767) 276 9513

PORTSMOUTH
The Champs
Hotel, Restaurant & Bar
Tel: (767) 445 4452
La Playa Beach Bar
Tel: (767) 245 0235
Tulip Outback
Restaurant,
Bar and Grill
Tel: (767) 225 2195

Iron Monkey Bar
Photo: Dafar Armour-Shillingford
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Festivals... are a reason to celebrate!
Dominicans, like other Caribbean people, have
a passion for having a good time and enjoying
themselves. The Dominican persona is a lively,
happy-going and fun-loving person who will find
any reason, any season to celebrate. This sets
us apart as a people, as Caribbean people. And
when we have friends and visitors around, we put
even more effort in ensuring that the “party” is
good and we can all be “happy”.
The heart of Dominica’s festival and celebrations
is its pre-lenten carnival – a celebration of the
island’s magical masquerade forms, colorful
costumes, adornments of various kinds and
infectious music of all kinds – from the raw/
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traditional lapokabwit (a drum made of goat
skin or the various permutations) to calypso and
bouyon rhythms. The carnival is spontaneous,
yet captivating and highly imaginative as it
brings out the creativity of revelers, designers,
masqueraders, song writers and composers
and costume builders. This carnival is unique in
many ways, not least is its retention of the African
traditions in the type and styles of costumes – the
sensay, the bois bois or mockojumbie are the best
examples of this unique carnival feature.
The village is where the roots of the carnival
can be found with nightly pre-carnival “practice”
sessions and late-night shows in which the

villagers are all involved in the celebrations. The
modern carnival is dominated by the lyrics of the
calypso writer and the passionate delivery of the
calypsonian who is a new-day African griot, with
his message-laced songs and his ability to move
people to sing along and make merry. The climax
of the celebrations is the two-day street jump-up
on carnival Monday and Tuesday with parade of
bands in various competitions for the major prizes
at stake. Young and old, rich and poor, friends and
foe, join together from j’ouvert on Monday morning
to 10:00 p.m. on Tuesday. All the streets in the
capital and major towns and villages come alive
and are set ablaze with sweet Dominica music and
the free release of energy by revelers who sings,

dance and gyrate to every line and every beat….
This is Mas Domnik.
Dominica, like other Caribbean islands, is filled
with religious feasts and festivals celebrated
throughout the year, bringing communities
together and providing the means of celebration
and enjoyment. The traditional religious feast
of Easter, Pentecost, Christmas along with
community-based religious feasts like St. Peter’s
(the feast of fishermen), Isidore (labourers’ feast)
are among the more celebrated and well-known
feasts. Today, every village in Dominica has its
own annual feast to bring out large gatherings
of people and invite friends from far and near to
celebrate – drink, eat and party.

World Creole Music Festival
Photo: Courtesy Discover Dominica Authority
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Festivals

Miss Dominica 2013, Leslassa Armour-Shillingford
and Calypso Monarch, King Dice
Photo: Courtesy Discover Dominica Authority

The island has been placing much effort in
celebrating its rich sporting diversity and talents,
organizing sporting events and activities to attract
visitors and to expose its sportspeople. The
traditional sports of cricket and football are more wellknown and organised, and attract larger followings
and passion. In the last four years, Dominica has
become one of the most popular cricket venues,
hosting international cricket involving the West Indies
team with their carnival style of play and other visiting
international teams such as India, Australia, South
Africa, Bangladesh and Zimbabwe. Other sporting
events include the annual Dive Fest – a festival
promoting the island’s rich dive and marine assets.
A number of festivals have been added to the
island’s cultural calendar in recent years. The
DOMFESTA showcases the emerging talents from
the schools and communities across the island. It
provides an avenue for young and up-coming talent
to display their craft and to get notice from the public,
promoters, and festival and cultural administrators.
MayFest is a recent addition, coming from the norteastern village of Marigot, which brings together
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various musical and other entertainment forms in
a weekend of celebrations. Emancipation Festival
marks the date of the Caribbean emancipation
from the brutal slave trade and slavery. The festival
highlights the African dimension of Dominican
culture and its popular performing arts and culture.
Dominica’s creole heritage has been the key
element which binds all of these distinct forms of
both traditional and popular culture. The language,
food, fashion, literature and vibrant music are
elements of this unique and distinctly Dominican
culture. The island celebrates its “creoleness” during
much of September and throughout October with
the independence festival and activities to mark the
island’s freedom from centuries of British colonial
rule. Folk festivals provide diverse forms of talent
in dance, music, songwriting and singing, storytelling, and other forms of expression. The climax
of Independence is the Cultural Finals during which
the best of folk culture compete for top prizes. The
winners meet on November 3rd for what is referred
to as The Cultural Gala – a grand festival showcasing
folk dances, traditional singing, story-telling, and

a display of national wear. The JourneeKweyole
(Creole Day – the last Friday in October) is when the
population fully expresses their passion and sense
of national pride and identity.
Independence is incomplete without the grandest
of the celebrations. Since 1997, Dominica has
provided the space, vision, magical atmosphere and
great hospitality for the staging of the region’s only
indigenous music festival. The World Creole Music
Festival is a three-night music and cultural showcase
which embraces the various genres of creole music
including the cadence-lypso and bouyon from
Dominica, Kompas from Haiiti, French Antilles Zouk
and several African rhythms. The showcase has
allowed the best artists to display their skills and
talent. The festival has also attracted notable artists
in other genres of popular culture, mainly soca and

reggae. The WCMF has grown to become one of the
region’s most sought-after festivals and Dominica’s
main signature event.
The festival scene is influenced by the dynamic
music, dance, and creative talents of the island’s
people. People find ways to sing and dance, and
recreate the lively island scenes in stage productions
and on canvasses. People enjoy locally made rums,
which are major staples at bars and in rum-shops.
The marine environment delivers plenty of seafood
to create fish festivals and fish nights, including the
growing titiwe festival in the small fishing village
of Layou.
There is something here for everyone. The
Dominican people will welcome visitors any time
of year to celebrate and enjoy our peaceful and
colourful Nature Island.

Dive Fest Boat Race
Photo: Celia Sorhaindo
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Shopping for local arts and crafts in the markets and elsewhere
are well-stocked and easily accessible. A must
visit is the Roseau New Market, particularly on
Saturdays, where you can purchase a wide variety
of freshly grown produce. The Roseau Old Market
has beautiful local arts and crafts, which provide a
variety of gift options.
Be sure to ask about “Shop Dominica” which
typically takes place in August, offering great
discounts. Visit www.dhta.org for details.

Photo: Celia Sorhaindo

When visiting Dominica, you are sure to find
something unique with or without a shopping list.
Look for the intricate basketwork of the Kalinago
people, calabash bowls, coconut and tree fern
carvings, sculptures, handmade jewellery, batiks,
natural soaps, essential oils, coffee, herbal bush
teas, hot sauces, rums and rum punches.
Everyday conveniences are available from
supermarkets, 7-11’s and pharmacies which
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT is the first choice in
accessible luxury, with refined and sophisticated
designs, manufactured with extreme attention to
detail. Each watch assembled by hand in ultramodern manufacture in Geneva has a superior
quality and an ultimate product value.
Jewellers International, Fort Young Hotel, Roseau.
Tel: (767) 440 3319. Email: jewellers@archip.com

SHOPPING
Archipelago Trading Ltd
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 3394
Bijoux Perfume Duty Free
Fort Young Hotel,
Waterfront Complex
Tel: (767) 440 9100
Bijoux Terner
Roseau Tel: (767) 440 7759
Coco Chic
Roseau Tel: (767) 449 8686

Luxury Emporium
Fort Young Hotel,
Waterfront Complex
Tel: (767) 448 5247

Duverny’s Enterprises
Portsmouth Tel: (767) 445 5967
Green’s Supermarket
Loubiere Tel: (767) 440 7221
Minicash
Portsmouth Tel: (767) 445 5604
Minya’s 7-11
Portersville Tel: (767) 440 0312
Save-A-Lot
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2241

Outdoor World
Roseau Tel: (767) 440 3475
Pirates Ltd.
Roseau Tel: (767) 449 9774/4634

Shop & Save Minimart
Marigot Tel: (767) 445 8400
United Brothers
Castle Bruce
Tel: (767) 446 0593

Zeb Kweyol
Old Market, Roseau

Kai-K Boutique
Kick off your Vacay.
Just Fabulous Island Chic!

Desiderata
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 6522
Don & Divas
Roseau Tel: (767) 440 7613

Dame Eugenia Blvd. Bayfront, Roseau
Tel: (767) 440 6922
Email: kai.kboutique@gmail.com
Open Mon-Fri 8:30am-1.00pm

Fashion Line
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 5572
International
Shopping Malls Ltd.
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 5832

GROCERY STORES
AC Shillingford
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2481

Whitchurch IGA
Supercenter
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 2181

Jewellers International
Fort Young Hotel,
Waterfront Complex
Tel: (767) 440 3319

ACS 7-11
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 0413

Whitchurch IGA
Supercenter & Wholesale
Portsmouth Tel: (767) 445 3100

Limer’s Jean Shop
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 6649

Astaphans Supercenter
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 3221
Brizee Mart Wholesale
Canefield Tel: (767) 448 2087

FOPE is an Italian goldsmith company, whose designs
have evolved to become one of the world’s most
sought-after jewellery brands. Fope introduces "Flex'it"
innovation, which adds unbelievable flexibility to the
classic design, crafted in-house with love, passion and
stunning timeless elegance entirely in 18 carat gold.
Jewellers International, Fort Young Hotel, Roseau.
Tel: (767) 440 3319. Email: jewellers@archip.com
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Wilson & Wilson
Portersville Tel: (767) 448 8888
PHARMACIES
Bullseye Pharmacy
Goodwill Tel: (767) 449 8600
Charles Pharmacy
Roseau Tel: (767) 448 3198
Jolly’s Pharmacy
Roseau, 2 locations
Tel: (767) 448 3388
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Real Estate tips and information before you buy

Most properties in Dominica have registered title
which makes the process of buying easier, although
there may be pitfalls. Here are a few tips to follow
when buying that dream property:
OWNERSHIP
Before putting your offer in writing, check that
the person is the property’s sole owner, as joint
ownership requires the agreement of all parties.
TITLE
Ask for a copy of title documents to determine
whether there are any caveats (these usually pertain
to mortgages). If there is no title document, the land
is unregistered and you should consult a lawyer
before going further.
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SUBDIVISION
If buying a plot from a larger portion of land, check
that the owner has obtained planning permission to
sell the smaller piece, i.e. to subdivide. If not, you
may not get planning permission to build your house.
BUYING A HOUSE
If you are buying a house and have any concerns
about the quality of construction, obtain a structural
survey. Unless this is specified, your attorney may be
only referring only to a land survey.
ALIEN’S LAND HOLDING LICENCE
If you are buying more than three acres for business
or one acre for residential purposes, you will need
an Alien’s Land Holding Licence. If the parcel you

Ti Bay, Portsmouth
Photo: Courtesy Secret Bay

wish to buy is large, it is unlikely that you will get a
licence if you only intend to put a residence on the
property. Your offer must reflect this since closing
will be conditional upon your permission to buy.
DEPOSITS
A deposit should not be given to the vendor. You
may run into problems if there is a caveat on the title
because the seller has a mortgage from the bank
and on completion, there may not be enough funds
to satisfy the bank. You can put your offer in writing
once everything is in order.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
Ace Caribbean Real Estate
Tel: (767) 449 1123/275 1123
www.acecaribbeanrealestate.com
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Caribbean Beach Property for Sale
Roseau Tel: (767) 295-2853/245-7168
Century 21
Roseau Tel: (767) 449 2121
www.century21natureisle.com
DREAMS
Portsmouth Tel: (767) 445 8011
www.dominicadreams.com
REMAX
Pottersville Tel: (767) 440 7712/449 9030
Safe Haven Real Estate
Roseau Tel: (767) 440 0878/448 5718
www.safehavenrealestate.com
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DHTA Member List
ACCOMODATION
Anchorage Hotel, Whale
Watch & Dive Centre
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 448 2638
reservations@anchoragehotel.dm
www.anchoragehotel.dm
Atlantique View Resort and Spa
Anse De Mai
Tel: (767) 445 6719
atlantiqueview@gmail.com
www.atlantiqueview.com
Beau Rive
Castle Bruce
Tel: (767) 445 8992
mark@beaurive.com
www.beaurive.com
Calibishie Lodges
Calibishie
Tel: (767) 445 8537
info@calibishie-lodges.com
www.calibishie-lodges.com
Campeche Bar Cuisine
& Guest House
Grand Bay
Tel: (767) 446 4551
campecheguesthouse@hotmail.com
Caribbean Seaview
Holiday Apartments
Mero
Tel: (767) 449 7572 / 276 4238
info@caribbeanseaview.com
www.caribbeanseaview.com
Castle Comfort Lodge
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 448 2188
dive@cwdom.dm
www.castlecomfortdivelodge.com
Chez Ophelia
Roseau Valley
Tel: (767) 448 3438
chezophelia@cwdom.dm
www.chezophelia.com
Citrus Creek Plantation
Taberi, La Plaine
Tel: (767) 446 1234
riverside@citruscreekplantation.com
hnizard@gmail.com
www.citruscreekplantation.com
Classique International
Marigot
Tel: (767) 445 8486
classiquedominica@gmail.com
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Cocoa Cottage
Shawford
P.O. Box 288
Tel: (767) 448 0412
cocoacottage@gmail.com
The Champs Hotel, Restaurant & Bar
Picard
Tel: (767) 445 4452 / 616 3001
info@godominica.com
www.thechampshotel.com
Fort Young Hotel
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 5000
fortyoung@cwdom.dm
www.fortyounghotel.com
Grace Apartments
Wotton Waven
Tel: (767) 448 2934
grace.apts@gmail.com
Harmony Villa
Pont Cassé
Tel: (767) 612 4166
carla@experience-dominica.com
carlaarmour@hotmail.com
www.experience-dominica.com
Hampstead Country House
Hampstead Estate
Tel: (767) 445 5395
irmaweightoff@aol.com
Hibiscus Valley Inn
Concord
Tel: (767) 445 8195
info@hibiscusvalley.com
www.hibiscusvalley.com
Island Bay Boutique Hotel
Mero
Tel: (767) 449 7401
islandbayhotel@gmail.com
www.islandbayhotel.com

Pagua Bay House
Oceanfront Cabanas
Marigot
Tel: (767) 445 8888
paguabayhouse@cwdom.dm
www.paguabayhouse.com
Papillote Wilderness Retreat
Trafalgar
Tel: (767) 448 2287
papillote@cwdom.dm
www.papillote.dm
Picard Beach Cottages
Picard
Tel: (767) 445 5131
info@picardbeachcottages.com
www.picardbeachcottages.dm
Portsmouth Beach Hotel
Picard
Tel: (767) 445 5142
pbh@cwdom.dm
www.portsmouthbeachhotel.com
Rodney’s Wellness Retreat
Soufrière
Tel: (767) 440 8222 / 245 4725
relax@rodneyswellness.com
Rosalie Bay Resort
Rosalie
Tel: (767) 446 1010
info@rosaliebay.com
www.rosaliebay.com
Seacliff Cottages
Calibishie
Tel: (767) 445 7008 / 445 8998
seacliff@dominica-cottages.com
www.dominica-cottages.com
Sea World Guest House
Citronier
Tel: (767) 448 5068
seaworlddominica@yahoo.com

Jomayo Bay
Point Caribe, Stowe
Tel: (767) 315 1953
jomayobaygh@gmail.com
www.jomayobay.com

Secret Bay
Tibay, Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 445 4444
info@secretbay.dm
www.secretbay.dm

Le Petit Paradis
Wotton Waven
Tel: (767) 440 4352 / 448 5946
lepetitparadis200@hotmail.com
lepetitparadisdominica.com

Sunrise Farm Cottages
Castle Bruce
Tel: (767) 446 0000 / 275 5600
info@sunrisefarmcottages.com
www.sunrisefarmcottages.com

Manicou River Resort
Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 616 8903
info@manicouriver.com
www.manicouriver.com

Sunset Bay Club &
SeaSide Dive Resort
Coulibistrie
Tel: (767) 446 6522
sunset@cwdom.dm
www.sunsetbayclub.com

Spark Ventures Inc.
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 276 1909
dafar.tas@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
SparkVenturesInc

INDIVIDUALS/CONSULTANTS
Dan Hopkins
Kalinago Territory
Tel: (767) 445 8051
dhopkins@missiondominica.org
www.missiondominica.org

Tamarind Tree Hotel and Restaurant
Salisbury
Tel: (767) 449 7395
info@tamarindtreedominica.com
www.tamarindtreedominica.com

Springfield Trading
Pottersville
Tel: (767) 448 2340
cpbrandftl@cwdom.dm

Frederique Huard
Mero
Tel: (767) 449 7922
fredhuard@hotmail.com

CAR RENTALS
Bonus Car Rentals
Fond Colé
Tel: (767) 448 2650
cphillipco@gmail.com

Gwenith Whitford
Trafalgar
gwenithwhitford@hotmail.com
www.gwenithwhitford.wordpress.com

Titiwi Inn
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 0553
info@titiwi.com
www.titiwi.com
Zandoli Inn
Stowe
Tel: (767) 446 3161
Reserve.zandoli@yahoo.com
www.zandoli.com
BUSINESS SERVICES
Archipelago Trading Ltd
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 5247 / 3394
archipelago@cwdom.dm
www.archipelago.com
Belfast Estate
Pottersville
Tel: (767) 448 2340
stl@cwdom.dm
Delphis Ltd
Roseau
Tel: (767) 449 9632
mccabes@cwdom.dm
wendy@delphis.dm
www.delphis.dm

Island Car Rentals
Canefield Highway
Tel: (767) 448 2886 / 255 6844
reservations@islandcar.dm
www.islandcar.dm
Valley Rent-A-Car
Goodwill Road
Tel: (767) 448 2279
valley@cwdom.dm
www.valleyrentacar.com
DIVE OPERATORS
Anchorage Hotel, Whale
Watch & Dive Centre
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 448 2638
reservations@anchoragehotel.dm
www.anchoragehotel.dm

Josephine Dechausay Titre
Roseau
Tel: (767) 277 7700
josephine.dechausay.titre@hotmail.
com
Lucilla Lewis
Roseau
Tel: (767) 235 3417
lewisl2004@yahoo.com
Marie José Edwards
Environmental Services Professional
Roseau
Tel: (767) 235 2987
mariejose.edwards@gmail.com
Patrick Maistre
Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 245 2907 / 245 6332
patlemaistre@ornage.fr

Champagne Reef Dive & Snorkel
Anse Bateau, Pointe Michel
Tel: (767) 440 5085 / 612 8400
underwater@champagnereef.com
www.champagnereef.com

Sarah Slanetz
Restaurant & Customer Service
P.O. Box 2163
Tel: (767) 616 1100
sarahdominica@gmail.com

Dominica Business Systems
Pottersville
Tel: (767) 440 2679
info@dbizsystems.com
www.dominicabusinesssystems.com

Dive Dominica
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 448 2188
dive@cwdom.dm
www.castlecomfortdivelodge.com

Stephanie Astaphan
Trade & Development Economics
Roseau
Tel: (767) 265 9110
stephanie.astaphan@gmail.com

HHV Whitchurch & Co Ltd
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 2181
customerservice@whitchurch.com
www.whitchurch.com

FINANCIAL SERVICES
AID Bank
Goodwill
P.O. Box 215
Tel: (767) 448 2853 / 4167
aidbank@cwdom.dm

Yvonne Armour
Tourism Development / HRD
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 2638 / 617 8751
yvonne.armour07@gmail.com

Skyviews
St. James, Barbados
P.O. Box 3119
Tel: (246) 434 3434
info@skyviews.com

Experience Dominica

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Rainbow Yoga
Roseau Valley
Tel: (767) 245 2474
rainbowyoga@yahoo.com
www.rainbowyogaindominica.
wordpress.com

INSURANCE
C.A.M Dupigny Inc.
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 3012 / 235 9853
camdunited@cwdom.dm
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DHTA Member List
INSURANCE CONTINUED
CGM Gallagher Insurance Brokers
(Barbados) Ltd
Barbados
Tel: 1 (246) 434 2200
ricardo_bynoe@ajg.com
www.cgmgallagher.com
First Domestic Insurance Co Ltd
Roseau
Tel: (767) 449 8202
insurance@cwdom.dm
www.firstdomestic.dm
Whitchurch Insurance
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 2181
insurance@whitchurch.com
www.whitchurch.com
PHOTOGRAPHY
365 MMP
Roseau
Tel: (767) 449 6846 / 614 2445
365mmp@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/365mmp
REAL ESTATE
Caribbean Beach Property for Sale
Roseau
Tel: (767) 295 2853 / 245 7168
canefieldheights@yahoo.com
DREAMS
Calibishie
Tel: (767) 445 3102 / 275 3406
dreamsdominica@hotmail.com
dominicadreams@gmail.com
www.dominicadreams.com
Safe Haven Real Estate
Roseau
Tel: (767) 440 0878 / 448 5718
safehaven@cwdom.dm
www.safehavenrealestate.com
RESTAURANTS
Coco Rico Café
Roseau
Tel: (767) 449 8686
info@cocoricocafe.com
www.cocoricocafe.com
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Digicel
Roseau
Tel: (767) 616 1500
www.digiceldominica.com
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TOUR OPERATORS
4X4 Adventure Tours
La Plain
Tel: (767) 315 7979
tanaquil@osmose.ch
Antilles Dominica Eco Tours
St. Joseph
Tel: (767) 225 8828
contact@antilles-dominica.com
www.antilles-dominica.com
Cobra Tours & Yacht Services
Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 245 6332 / 614 4874
cobratours@hotmail.com
www.cobratours.dm
Dominica Tours
Castle Comfort
Tel: (767) 448 2638
info@experience-dominica.com
www.experience-dominica.com
Jon Vee Tours
Salisbury
Tel: (767) 315 7772 / 235 2375
jonvee_11@live.com
KHATTS
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 1660
info@khatts.com
www.khattstours.com
Nature Island Linguistic
International Inc.
Roseau
Tel: (767) 285 4842
info@ni-linguistics.com
ni-linguistics.com
Norelle’s Taxi and Tours Services
Canefield
Tel: (767) 276 3471 / 316 8811
vidalkforever@msn.com
norellestaxiandtours.wordpress.com
Whitchurch Tours
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 2181
shipping@whitchurch.com
www.whitchurch.com

TOURISM ORGANIZATIONS
Archbold Tropical Research Centre
(ATREC)
Springfield
Tel: (767) 449 3026
springfield.dominica@gmail.com
Calibishie Tourism
Development Centre (CTDC)
Calibishie
Tel: (767) 445 8344
ctdc@cwdom.dm
www.calibishiecoast.com
Dominica Hotel & Tourism
Association (DHTA)
Roseau
Tel: (767) 440 3430 / 616 1055
dhta@cwdom.dm
dhta.tourism@gmail.com
www.dhta.org
Dominica Taxi Association
Roseau
Tel: (767) 449 8533
domtax@cwdom.dm
North, North East Tourism
Environmental Development
Committee (NNETEDC)
Portsmouth
Tel: (767) 295 7083
nnetedcdominica@gmail.com
SHOPPING
Fashion Line
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 5572
fashionline@cwdom.dm
www.fashionlinestores.com
International Shopping Malls Ltd
Roseau
Tel: (767) 448 5832
vanpre@gmail.com
STUDENTS
David Thornhill
Anglia Ruskin University, UK
BA (Hons) International Hospitality and
Tourism Management
david.thornhill@student.anglia.ac.uk
d-thornhill@cwdom.dm

